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2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Good morning.

~

3 The session this morning is a continuation of our
( 3

4 discussion of the NRC's budget. We were raising questions

5 with representatives from NRR and I think Commissioneri

6Gilinsky h=.s some follow-up questions from yesterday

7 af ternoon's session. So I suggest we start with those.

8 MR. DENTONa Harbe I could recap with an answer to

9 one of . yesterday 's questions. The Commission had directed

| 10 earlier that we do a hundred percent of the requal exams and

11 what would the del ta be between what we have asked for for

i 12 the 20 percent process and to do the 100 pe rce n t..

13 Looking back at the assumptions we used it would
.

(|
14 take approximately five additional people and about $1.2'

15 million to do the 100 percent as opposed to the 20 percent

16 process that we had proposed in the budget. The 20 percent

17 would be designed so that we would visit every utility and
i

1a we would somehow selectively pick out of the people that
;

19 were employed by that utility a percentage. So that in five

20 years we would try to work through all the individuals there.

21 CHAIBE1H PALLADINO: Did you say you would need

22 $1.2 m3111on to them all?4

,

23 MR. DENTON: The additional over what is in the |

.I

24 budget would be five people and $1.2 million.4
'

I

25

J
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1 COHNISSIONER GILINSKYa Do you remember whether-

2 that was your suggestion originally or whether this was

3 something that we imposed on you?(j
4 HR. DENTON: I haven't asked Steve that. What is

5 the basis for the original each year requal?

6 HR. HANAUER: The original proposal in SECY
:

7.79-330, A, B,C, D, E, R, F, and I can't remember which, was
'

8 for the Commission to give 10 percent of the exams as an

9 audit on the required program of the industry. t

10 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: The required program is how

i
11 often ?

12 HR. HANAUER: The required program is for
;

13 everybody to requal annually, at least once a year.

'

14 COHNISSIONER GILINSKYs Including a written exam?

Î

15 HR. HANAUER: Yes, sir. It is Part 55, Appendix

i 16 A , lectures, . written exam and now, not in Part 55, a

17 simulator.
'

18 COHNISSIONER GILINSKY: Let me ask you. Does that

19 sean that currently every operator takes a written exam

20 administered by the utility every year?
,

21 HR. HANAUERa Yes, sir.
i

22 COHNISSIONER GILINSKY: That is how big an exam?

23 Is it a one-hour exam?
i

24 HR. IIANAUER: It is nominally similar in some'

25 respects to the exam they take to qualify. That is to say, I

|
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1 it is multiple hours. I wouldn't want to say it is six or

2 eight or ten, but it is multiple hours.

{' 3 However, the emphasis is different. The objective

4 of the written and simulator initial exams is to decide hov

5 auch requal each person needs, which areas he or she is

8 rusty in and how much classroom work and then they all do

3 7 these days two. veeks of simulator I believe.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Who prepares the questions

'

9 for those exams? Does the licensee?

to HR. HANAUER: Almost always the training staff.
,

11 There is a training supervisor in each company and some kind

i 12 of training supervisor in each plant. That is one of t?. *
j

13 principal verkloads is to requal everybody every year.

I k
! 14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is tno answer that we

15 imposed the exam?
.

16 NR. HANAUER: The Commission did not accept the

17 the staff's ten percent recommendation but required ths
,

18 staff to plan for and implement in a future year a hundred
,

19 percent NRC administered requal examinations.

20 COHHISSIONER GILINSKY: Do you have any idea what

21 '.s done in other areas, for example, testing of pilots? Do

" 22 t hey take exams f airly frequently?

23 HR. HANAUER: It varies. I understand civilian

k 24 pilots do simulator work every six months but no wr'tten

25 e.7a ns . There is also the check flight check pilot s(neme,

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
.
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1but I don't standing here know the frequency which is done
i

2 in the airplane with an extra pilot in the cockpit as a

p 3 check pilot examiner.j

4 CONHISSIONER GILINSKY: Yesterday I referred to

5 remarks by you which were quoted I don't know whether
;

6 accurately or not in one of the weeklies which I looked at.

\
7 I don't.know whether anyone mentioned this to you or not.

|

j 8 NH. HANAUER: Yes, sir, it has been mentioned to

9 me.
;

! 10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I would like to give you
4

! 11 an opportunity to comment on it.

i
KH. HANAUER: I heard it in the bus coming down.'

12 -

; 13 I haven't seen the article because I have been out of town.
14 What I hope I said was that the Commission has instructed

15 the staff to take u new in-depth look at operator

16 qualifications. One of the things that they want us to do

;

17 is to put together a peer panel of non-NRC people with
;

| 18 expertise drawn from such places as N AS A and the Department

19 of Defense. The combination of the severe schedule imposed

20 by the Commission and the wide net suggested to me that we'

2

! 21 were going to have trouble getting the really top people to

22 focus on it for us. He will have a peer panel. We are
.

23 working on it now but it won 't have all the people we really
,

24 van t on it .
F

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKIa Well, it seems to me

!

v
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1 important to either make this thing work or, if it is not a

2 workable scheme, to do something else, to go to, I don *c

- 3 know what, the National Academy of Engineers or somewhere.('
4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: If there is a slight

5 relaxation in the schedule it would accomplish getting what
i

eyou want.

7 HR. HANAUERa We have a proposal in the mill which

8 includes some relaxation in the schedule, not names, but
;

9 types of people. I think they will carry out your

10 intentions.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What do you mean by

12 relaxation of the schsdule? Do you mean the schedule for-

| 13 the peer group?

14 HR. HANAUER: The schedule for the peer group and

15 the reconsideration of the whole subject.-

.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let 's see, didn 't we
4

17 say that this . ough t to be done within, what, six months or

18 something like that? Is that too short a time?

19 NR. HANAUEP: You said three months and I think
,

s

i 20 that probably is too short a time to include.the industry

21 reconsideration. They have a program going now to do a test

22 analysis and we are supposed to hear the results toward the

| 23 end of August. The peer panel, the workshops and the

24 technical work I don't think can be done in three months and
25 we have proposed a somewhat more extended schedule.

!

|
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1 COBHISSIONER GILINSKY4 Like what, like six months?

2 HR. HANAUER: Something like that, yes. I don't

3 have that in my head either.( ,

4 COHNISSIONER GILINSKYa We were, at least I,
a

5 turning to this group partly in desperation of here is
,

6 really an important problem that we have been dealing with

7 and we don't seen . to have come up with a satisf actory

8 solution. There are other agencies that have had a lot of~

.

9 experience in dealing with operational aspects of complex

10 technologies and the training of people and the testing of

11 people who could help us. I thought that by convening such

| 12 a group a government group we could make some headway.-

13 I guess what put me off a little bit was not,

i

14 conveying what you had said accurately. But, in any case,

15 the impression I got was, you know, here is the Commission
.

16 a c a they have another one of their ideas and it is protably

17 not going to work,

18 If that is right, if we are doing something dumb,
d

19 then we ought to know right away and do something

20 dif ferent. But if it is the right way to do it, then we

'

21 ought to go ahead and get it done.

22 HR. HANAUER I don't think it is dumb. I presume

23 I was quoted accurately.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE That is a dangerous

25 assumption when you are dealing with the press.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 NR. HANAUER Therefore I probably didn't express

2 myself accurately. I don't think it is a dumb thing to do.

3 I don 't think we can do the kind of thing, the level of(
4 consideration that the Commission wants and that I think is
5 needed in the time available and have therefore proposed a

6 more extended time.

7 CONNISSIONER GILINSKY: All right. Thank you.

8 CONNISSIONER BRADFORD: Steve, are the exams
,

9 graded by NRC or by NBC contractors?

10 NR. HANAUER: The NRC exams, coming back now to

11.the exams NRC gives, at the moment we give no requal exams.

12 Tha t is entirely a licensee program which we audit byi

i

.: 13 discussing with them what ther do and looking at some of
I

14 their products.
i

| 15 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: You are speaking of the
'

i
to exam?

,

1 17 NR. HANAUER: Well, their whole program, what

18 exams they give, what they do with the re sults , what kind of
,

i 19 training they give, what they do in the simulator and how

20 they decide the people are up to snuff. We look at their
4

21 whole program.

22 Now, the exams the NRC gives are graded by the

23 N RC . At the present time the NRC means, first of all, our

24 empicyees, second, an army of about 25 or 30 consultants who

2r work for us as part-time examiners and, thi rdly , a growing

,

t
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1 army of contractor employees who work as license examiners

2 just as . though they were employees except that the decisions
1:

3 are. made here in Bethesda based on their recommendations.
\

4 In general the people who give the exam grade the
4

5 exam, although there is some Joe grading for Bill.i

6 CONNISSIONER BRADFORD: Is the exam administered

7 by our people or by licensee people? On examina tion day who

8 is there passing out the books?

9 NR. HANAUER: The NRC exams, I always have to make

; to this distinction, are given by the NRC. We pass out the

11 books. Actually we don't use books. They just use pads of

i
12 paper,'

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD This could be NRC
;

i

14 employees or contractors?,

15 HR. HANAUER: These could be NRC employees,

I 16 consultants or contractors, but for this purpose they are
i

17 all NBC. They pass out the books. They get help from the
-

| 18 licensee in the actual physical proctoring when they need it
.

19 so that we don't have to send extra people out there just to

20 proctor.
I

! 21 The NRC people conduct the oral exams. The NRC

22 people monitor and grade the simulator exams. That is a

23 little more complicatLd.

24 COEMISSIONER BRADFORD When you say we get help
;

~

25 on the proctoring, help from the licensees?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 HR. HANAUER: Yes, usually from the training staff.

2 The simulet:n expa, we are still trying various schemes on

3 simulator exams. I went to a day of simulator exams at a

4 f acility and we tried two or three things that day. The
,

1

5 simulator is a machine that requires an operator to put in

6 the malf unctions.

7 The scenarios are developed by the NRC examiners
;

8 and discusse'd with the licensee so that we don't do
9 something stupid. The actual manipulation of the computer

to instructor's console is done by a licensee employee working

|
!, 11 from our scenario.
1

; 12 Then our examiners with various levels of
!

! 13 interaction, and we . haven't quite decided how much to badger

| /
14 the people, why are you doing this and have you thought of'

15 that kind of questions, our examiners then monitor what the

16 students , applicants do.
,

17 The seeme has been for a two-person applicant
,

| 18 team, a senior reactor operator applicant and a reactor
!

19 operator applicant. In general the numbers are right so
J

1 20 that the people going for senior licenses take the senior

21 role and the people going for junior licenses take the

22 operator role. Occasionally it is unbalanced and that just

23 makes our job a little harder, especially when we grade.

24 Then each examiner has one candidate to watch. 9e

25 has the scenario, he has preplanned the things he wants the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 candidate to look for and the operations he should perform,
~

!2 the things he should watch out for and he then follows along

3 typically a two-hour scenario of things going wrong. In<

4 this way he establishes the grade.
,

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Thanks.

6 MR. DENTON: I mentioned yesterday the resources

7 that were going into this and I probably should have put it
;

8 in terms of professional staff years. I am talking about in

I 9 '81 and not in the budget. I had said 15. Actually it is

| 10 more like 12 professionals that Steve has in the branch

11 today administering these exams. I think we have got two

| 12 peopic about to come onboard in Chicago which would be the
i

13 total amount of professionals. All the rest of the effort

14 then is through consultants and contractors.

i 15 So today about 70 percent of the exams are being
.

16 conducted by people other than direct NRC employees, or vill
i

17 be by the time we get all the contractors up to speed.'

I 18 CHAIRMAN ?ALLADINO: Seventy percent?

19 MR. DENTO': Yes..

20 Peter, do you want to pick up the questioning of

21 NRR ?

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Let's see, I can. I don't

23 have any more that have anything to do with operator

24 training. So if Vic vants to pursue his.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me, if I could, Harold

k

i
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1 or Steve. We had some questions yesterday if we could just

2 explore a little bit more on. When someone fails in a

3 simulator training, have you had people fail in a simulator i
- s !

4 portion and is it a single individual or is that team of two? I

5 MR. DENTONa Let me ask Steve to answer.

6 MR. HANAUER: The individuals are graded one at a |~

7 time since it is a personal license. So if somebody fails

8 it is the individual who fails and not the team. We have

9 had instances where one person passes and one person fails.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: As I recall the written
.

11 portion there is a provision af ter a period of time for the

12 person to take the written portion again.
,

13 MR. HANAUER: Yes.
'

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs Is there similarly on the

15 simulator?
.

'

16 MR. HANAUER: Yes.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Does that occar
;

| 18 immediately? I gather that this group Of people in some
,

19 cases will have to physically go to a d.'.ffe rent location to

20 use the simulator.
1

i 21 MR. HANAUEB: That is correct. That is the rule

22 rather than the exception these days. The rules provide, ,

i 1

23 and I think it is in the rule but I would have to look, that

241f a person fails he can be retested after two months. If'

25 he f ails the second time he may be retested after six months

|

|
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1and that is all we allow. .

.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, in order to do that

3 retest then that individual would have to go back to the

4 simulator with at least one other person?

5 HR. HANAUER Yes. In general they wait for the

6 next group or class from that f acility.
i

'
7 COMMISSIONEP, AHEARNE: These classes go at a

8 period that is such that every few months there is a group?
1

9 HR. HANAUER: In general, although with the older,

10 low turnover facilities sometimes it is once a year. If
,

11 they need the person they will arrange for the exams.

12 Now, at the moment we don't give simulator exams

13 on non-plant specific simulators. In general for

give ~imulator exams away from14 replacement people we don't s

15 the f acility on somebody else's facility that doesn't really

16 fit. They get simulator training, but if they have to do it
:

! 17 away on a machine which isn 't like theirs, there is then a

18 period of retraining and requal almost to take what they

19 lea rned in unit "X" and get back to where they really

- 20 understand their own unit. We therefore don't think it is
,

21 useful or proper to give that kind o2 exam on non-specific

22 simulators.

23 We are reconsidering this. Two things are

! 24 happening. One is the number of simulators is going to

25 approxinately quadruple over the next two or three years.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Therefore there will be a large increase in the number of

2 plant specific simulators on which we can give good exams.>

3 The second is we are trying to figure out whether

4 there is a valid exam which is not counterproductive both to

5 the examining process and to safety that we ought to be able
,

6 to give on these di"ferent simulators.

7 COMMISSIOEER AHEARNE: Now, do you not give

8 simulator exams to replacement people?

9 MR. HANAUER: When there is a plant specific

10 simulator we do. When there is not a plant specific

11 simulator in general we don 't.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: 8ow many plant specific

13 simulators are there now?
<

14 MR. HANAUER: Therr are a total of 12 simulators

15 of which something like thr r four are not specific to
.

16any plant, although cien .e is not quite right. Even the

17 one. at Winsor, for exampl', was built to look like Calvert

18 Cliffs. So there aren't any simulators that I know of that

1s don 't . simulate some plant reasonably well.

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: For how many plants do you

21 have simulators which f rom the training staff 's view are

22 teceptable for :-* Jor these plant specific examinations?

23 MR. HANAUER: I can't give you that number. It is 1

24 something more than 12 because there are groups of plants

25 which are simi'ar where the simulator was similar enough

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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~ 1 that it is useful to give exams.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: At the moment it is still a
.

3 small fraction?
.

4 HR. HANAUER: It is a small fraction.

T COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Of course, plants are-

6 increasing in number also.

7 ER. HANAUER: I expect more than half the plants

8 will have simulators on which today we would give exams even

4 9 with out limited standards by 1984.
a
'

10 CHAIENAN PALLADINO: Can I ask a couple of
1

11 follow-up questions on the operator training and examination..

12 You indicated tha t the requalification is entirely'

13 up to the licensee; is that right?
?

14 HR. HANAUER: That is correct.

i 15 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: What then is the purpose of
i

te the NRC's oral and written exam, not counting the simulator

i 17 for the moment? Is it to monitor the effectiveness of the

]
18 licensee 's program ?

19 MR. HANAUER: As far as requal is concerned,
4

20 anything .the NBC would do would be in the wa) of auditing or

21 monitoring or keeping up with the licensee's rogram,'

22 unless, heaven forbid, the NRC takes on the whole requal
1

23 training.
,

24 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Well, what happens if an

25 individual does not pass 'he oral or written portion of the

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,*
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1 exam? If he is an operator is he allowed to continue

2 operating?

3 HR. HANAUER: Today the purpose of this exam is to

4 decide how nuch requal he' gets. If he really does badly, he

5 is kept on training until he gets up to speed again.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What-happens if an individual

7 f ails the licensee examination?
|

i S HR. HANAUER: I am sorry, the licensee requal exam?

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes.

|

| 10 MB. HANAUERs The licensee gives the requal exam

11 to figure out how much training a person needs. It is not
|
'

12 pass /f ail in the sense that his job is on the line This,

13 b y the way, is one of the negative aspects, it has positive

14 aspects also, of the NRC actually administering requal exams.

15 The candidate is going to feel tha* he is in this

16 var putting his job on the line periodically which has

17 positive and negative aspects to it. This means one will

18 still have to do something else for diagnostic purposes. So

19 that what we do would presumably be in addition to a

20 ill-run licensee requal program.
i

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Getting back to the NRC exam,

22 you indicated that if a person f ailed it then two months

23 later he could come back?
:

24 MR. HANAUER: He can come back if he is certified

25 by the company that he is now ready.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I see.

2 HR. HANAUER: If he has failed pretty bad 1.y we

3 sight ask for evidence that he really is ready.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But if he fails that one?

5 HR. HANAUER: In six months he may come back a

6 third time.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When happens if he fails that

i .

6 time? .

9 HR. HANAUER: We are finished with him. He
;

10 doesn 't get his license.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If he has a license would you
|

j 12 withdraw it?
'

13 HR. HANAUER: Today we don't give exams to people

14 who have licenses except for upgrading. Now, a person who
4

15 has a reactor operator's license and wants to be a senior
.

.

16 operator takes our senior operator's license. If he fails

17 tha t, then the exam is given in such a way that we cea

18 decide whether he passes as a reactor operator or whether he

19 f ailed so badly he ought to lose that, too, in which case we

<

20 require nis to be retrained before he can stay as a reactor

21 o perator.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Something you said confuses

23 m e . You said that the NRC does not give exams to people
.

24 that are already licensed.

25 MR. HANAUER: In general that is correct. We are

ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 not yet into an NRC requal exam program.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is this 20 percent?

3 MR. HANAUER: That is proposed for the future.

4 That program does not exist tod a y .
.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I see. So we are talking

6 about a future program. When would that be implemented?

7 MR. HANAUER: The orignal staff requirement, the
,

8 Commission told the staff to begin this in fiscal '82.

9 There are funds proposed to the Congress to begin that..

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Thank you.

COMMISSIONhRAHEARNE: I have two other operator11

12 section questions.
,
.

13 In the operator licansing, we had in the budget
;

14 f or '82 37 people. I believe the recovary plan has reduced

15 that to 22; is that correct?
,,

16 HR. HANAUER4 Tha t is righ t. We reduced the;

!
17 number of people and increased the number of dollars.

I 18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So that the total work that
!

;- 19 you expect to be able to be done is roughly the same?
l

i 20 MR. HANAUER: That is correct.

! 21 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: So,that as far as a

22 f unctional change in what you had planned on doing in '82,

23 there is no change?

24 MR. HANAUER: That is right. '82 was to be the |

I
25 year we began the requal program and tried some different

;

. .
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1 things. It was intended when we wrote the '82 budget to

2 wrap on up to 100 percent requal in accordance with the

3 Commission 's decision.

4 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, in '83 you had

5 requested 43 people. The new number is 32. In '84 you are

6 requested 68 and the new number is 40. Is there a tradeoff

7 of additional dollars in each of those years to compensate,

8 as you just said, in '827

9 HR. HANAUERa Yes, sir.

to COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: For the total amount?

11 HR. HANAUER: Yes, sir. The total amount is

12 approximately correct. There is an arithmetic error in '84

13 tha t we didn 't bother with. s

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So that the original budget

15 request that you made was to cover only the 20 percent?

16 HR. HANAUER: Yes, except for the increment in '83

17 as described by Mr. Denton.

18 HR. FUNCHE5: The total number you are looking at

19 would include 100 percent with our request above the line at
1

| 20 20 percent and below the line at 100 percent, the line being

21 ED0 's guidance level. So the total number you are looking

22 at for comparison, the 43 and the 33, $3.3 million. Well, I

23 guess the 43, 54.5 million. It is over $9 million in '83

24 which includes a hundred percent requal. I guess there were

26 two changes made to that number and three basic changes made

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 to the requal test. One, the 100 percent requal and the'

2 other was which thousand people for the 20 percent and there (
|

3 was the elimination of operator training.)

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But at the 43 level you

5 could have done 100 percent?

6 HR. FUNCHES: Yes, that is correct.
i

7 COHNISSIONER AHEARNEa Now, Steve, in the past you

8 have had some difficulty, driven to a large extent to a
.

9 large amount by that freeze that was put in, in getting

10 competent people into the office, the number of people that

i 11 you wanted. Do you foresee being able to build up even at

12 the strength that you are now given?

13 HR. HANAUER: The requests as transmitted to you,
;

(~ 14 which include overhead, the numbers to recruit in examiners

15 are somewhat lower than that, rept;esent we think an
16 optimistic but feasible level of recruiting if we work at it

17 very hard.

18 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE4 But it is still hard?

19 HR. HANAUER: Yes, very hard. It is very

20 difficult to recruit people for these positions who are (a)

| 21 qualified and (b) willing to do it.

1 22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The reductions that have
!

i 23 been described, the functional reductions so far, as far as
'

24 I gather the only change has been to go from the 100 percent

25 to the 20 percent.
i

.

,
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1 ER. HANAUER: That is correct. There is also the

2 non-operator program.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE That is the other piece.

4 What is the basis for not recommended resources

5 for licensing of non-operator personnel?

6 MR. DENTON: The arrangement of office
.

7 priorities. We were instructed to put together a budget
,

8 that came in at.the ED0's marks. So we took each decision

9 unit, such as our operator licensing, and put certain things

10 above and below. So it is a question of staying within the

11 mark.

12 The program to administer written and oral and to

13 have a pilot program didn't rise to that priority level
1

14 within the constraints of the office.

15 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you just say a few

i

i
16 words why you don't think it rises to a priority level?

17 MR. DENTON I can only balance within NRR's

18 program . I started out with operating reactors and we put
i
'

19 all the resources we needed in operators reactors to do the

1

20 THI ion plan and the top priority items. We put all'the
3

21 dollars in there to do case work and all the items to do
22 unresolved safety issues. We put in things like we just

23 heard and then certain things which we had hoped to do fall
.

24 below that.

; 25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But it still has to be

!
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1 somehov a judgment decision I think you your part that the'

2 non-operator " side is not of particular significance?'

3 HR. DENTON: No, I think it is laportant, but I

4 don't see any way to do it in this budget.

5 Steve, would you like to comment on the relative
,

6 importance of that unit versus operators?
;
'

7 HR. HANAUER: Yes, sir. The non-operators have

two components. One is the technicians, health physics,
!

9 instrument and mechanical who work under the supervision ofi

to licensed operators. Their mistakes have in many cases

j 11 considerable safety significance. But if we have to choose,

12 ve would choose the license to operators because th ey
j

13 supervise the others and we can get a measure that way.'

14 The other component of the non-operator program is

15 the managers, plant mangers, operation superintendents and

16 corporate managers. We have been required by Congress to
,

17 study the potential for licensing.
)

18 Here again it did .not seem to us that issuing pink

19 ticke ts, licensing these people had the same kind of direct

20 safety significance, in this case because the required
,

21 attributes of such people didn't seem to us particularly
.

|
22 amenable to an examination and licensing kind of program. j

23 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: Harold, when you say it )

24 fell below the line or above the line, I forget which your
1

25 term was. I have this chart I guess genera ted tha t says
|

.

|

|
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6
O 1 here is the over ED0's guidance line.

,

i

2 HR. DENTON: Yes.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Did that fit into the |-

4 action plan priority two and three tasks?

5 HR. DENTON No, that is a separate topic. We had

; 6 recommended as a setaside the pilot program that we are

7 discussing. That would involve three people in '83 and 13
,

8 people in '84.

9 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: That was not listed in your

10 study.

HR.bENTON: It didn't make it to the budget; tha t$ 11

12 is right.
t
'

~ 13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, you say you are doing
!

I 14 a study or you are not?

! 15 NR. HANAUER: We are doing at this moment the
,

.
; .

) 16 Congressional 17 mandated study on the managers.

17 HR. DENTON: We have no program funded in '83 and
:

18 ' 84 to initiate the pilot program for licensing non-reactor
I
'

19 operators.
,

i

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You request, at least for*

J 21 the internal in the office, how many people is that?

22 HR. DENTON: We had requested three in '83, which

23 I guess in '83 we would bo developing the program and then
'

24 in '84 begin to implement such a program. It would be 13

25 people in '84.
,

i

k
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1 COHHISSIONER AHEARNEa Dollars?-

2 ER. DENTON: No, because this would be the pilot
3

3 phase of the development.
.-

4 CORHISSIONER AHEARNEs That did not rise even4

5 internally in your office to a priority that was over .ED0's

l 6 guidance line?

l 7 HR. DENTON: I put together a budget of the things

8 I had hoped to accomplish in '84 and that I thought we

9 should try to accomplish and they were either within

10 guidance or above guidance. This was an above guidance

i

| 11 item. I recommended it as a setaside and EDO deleted it

|
12 from the budget.

i 13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, I was just looking at
I
i 14 the NRR charts that came up. There is one in guidance and
!

i 15 the other was over guidance.
*

'

j .

16 HR. DENTONs Look at page 12.
;

i 17 COHEISSIONER AHEARNE: These are pages 16 and 17.

18 HR. DENTON: Well, it rose in my level to over
!

i 19 guidance . If the Commission could find resources to do it,

i 20 I think it is worthy of doing'. But within my ability to

| 21 rank then I had to put it over the guidance.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is all I have.

'

~

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Peter, do you want to pick up

24 on other aspects of NRR?

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I would be glad to. I
!

'
<
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1 think it was Victor, though, who was questioning before,.
.

2 CONHISSIONER GILINSKla No.
~

3 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: I would be glad to go on
_

4 for a while.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Victor said he was finished.

6 COHMISSIONER BRADFORD: Harold, in terms of the

7 general themes an I right in reading this that your FY-83

8 budget as taking about two-thirds of the way back the
4

9 relationship among the decision units that existed before

10 the recovery plan? Don't worry about the exact ~ number.

11 HR. DENTON: The '82 budget, let me start there,

12 is very much dominated by just a few items. A lot of the

13 issues or accomplishments ve. had hoped to do in '32 have had

14 to be pushed off. Now, '83 does tend to put back in the'

15 resources that didn ' t make it in the '8,2 budget.
,

16 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: By " pushed off" you are

| 17 ref erring now to the priority two and three items in the

'

18 action plan?

19 HR. DENTON: Yes.

20 COMHISSIONER BRADFORD: What else?

21 HR. DENTON: The progress on the generic issues

22 and the progress on the Operating Experience Evaluation j
i

23 Branch f eedback. There. vere a number of important areas
.

24 which when you go through the PPT guidance on the line

25 things there just was no room in the guidance number for '82

|
.
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1 to do. The '83 budget does go a long way toward restoring

2 those because if we are successful in reducing the case work

3 in '82 as we are p(tuning, the case work drops off
_

4 sufficiently in '83 to free up resources to do those things.

t
'

5 CONHISSIONER BRADFORD: Is the net effect of the

6'82 and '83 budgets together roughly a one-year slip in the

7 types of programs you vete mentioning, and others come to.,

; 8 mind, too, like equipment qualification for one.

9 HR. DENTON: There would be no slip in that area.

10 There would be no slip in '82 in the USI's.>

11 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: Darrel has said on a

12 number of a couple of occasions that he anticipates a f airly

13 substantial slip in the environmental qualifications.-

14 NR. DENTON: Well, to the extent that that was

1 15 occurring, it is independent o,f this budget. That is a
,

-

| 16 problem today in '81.

17 CONHISSIONER BRADFORD: But the deadline is in '82.

18 HR. DENTONs Yes.

19 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: I assume that a lot of the'

20 staff work that would have had to have been done to meet
,

21 t ' a t desdline , if the deadline itself shifts, will shift to

l
22 ' 83 ?

23 HR. EISENHUT Yes, but it is not governed by

24 budget considerations. What it is governed by is the

25 industry ---
.

,
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'''
1 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD4 I understand.that, but

2 there is a budget impact I would think.

r 3 HR. EISENHUTa Those recources needed to'

4 accomplish that job are in this budget in ' 82.
<

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: They are still in the

6 FY-92 budget?

7 NR. EISENHUTa They are still in the '82. None of

8 tha t was deferred at all. Just like the implementation of
,

9 certain of the THI priority one things, it is still in here
i

10 with no ref erral. ;

i

11 As Harold mentioned, the number reducing the

12 operating reactcc backlog down to zero was projected for

- 13 1984 in this budget. It just tapered down to 1986. So in
.

1

14 tha t case some of them are getting further out.

15 The only pieces are deferred by this rejuggling

toare the ones Harold mentioned.

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Right.

18 MR. EISENHUTa Actually the recovery plan per se

19 had a very small impact in terms of just a handful of areas

20 bec'ause there are no t that many people really associated

21 with the recovery plan.

22 HR. DENTON: Obviously more resources in the EQ

23 would help, even though it is mainly an industry problem. I

24 have put all that I can spare in there to move toward the

25 ' 82 goal and still meet the other commitments.
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I meant to ask the1

2 question the other way. That is, there are programs coming

3 up with deadlines in '82 which for non-budgetary reasons
_

4 aren't going to be met or at least in all likelihood aren't
!

5 going to be met, environmental qualifications and for all I

6 know there are some fire protection areas where that is true'*

7 as. well.

8 MR, DENTON: I have said befo're I think we are

4

9 stretched to the last limit to meet all the goals that we

10 are trying to in '82. If we have to stay within guidance

11 there are some things that just don't get accomplished and

12 we tried to identify those things in this budget.
I

13 If one or two people in EQ nede the difference of

14 success or not, I would probablr find those within the

15 budget somewhere.

is COMMIESIONER BRADFORD: I am not s ggesting that
,

17 ve need to redo the '82 budget in order to get EQ in

; 18 particular done. I understand that you can 't do tha t just
i

19 with NRC resources. I as trying to get some sort of feel

20 for what the budgetary implications for '83 were of what"

|

21 seems like an inevitable slip in the June '82 deadline.

22 MR. DENTON: I guess my own view about the slip is

23 some period of consolidation with regard to developing new

24 issues, say in the generic issues isn't bad. We vill be
i

| 25 coming to the Commission with a proposal as to how to rank
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1 those generic issues and screen out really important ones

2 f rom the ones that aren 't that important. We are all rather

3 taxed anyway in even implementing the hardware fixes and so
J _ _ _ ,

4 forth that we have got in the book now.>

5 The one area though that I am going back and. talk

6 to Bill about is the certain ones of the categories 2's and

7 3 's in '82 which still are high priority in my book. I

8 think when we come back to the '82 budget some of those'

9 things I sure would like to get done in '82 and not have
4

i
10 them slip another year.

11 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: Now, with regard to the.

12 cs se work and the impacted p'_ ants in particular, as I'

13 understand it for planning purposes at least you are

14 assuming about 18 operating licenses in '83 and another

| 15 doze,n or so in '847
i

16 MR. DENTON: I counted up ~from the Bivel Report'

i 17 there vare 18 in calendar year '82 but there are only 13 in-

|
'

18 fiscal year '82 and '15 in fiscal year '83.

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Those are the licenses or

20 tl.ose are the SER's?

21 MR. FUNCHE$a These are the Commission decision

22 da tes.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What were they again?

. 24 MR. DENTON: Thir teen in fiscal yea r '82 and 15 in

25 fiscal year '83.

-
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you go on? Do you have

2 for '84? -

3 MR. DSNTON '84 would be 8.
i ___

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have beyond that?

5 MR. DENTON: No, but I can get that for you.

i 6 MR. EISENHUT We just haven't projected that

7 f ar. But back to the Commissioner's question. You have got

8 to nack off about a year or 15 months in front of that.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs To get the SER.

10 MR. EISENHUfs So what it really means is if you
,

11 look at, whether you are using calendar years or fiscal

12. Years, the big bump is th e ve ry , very near future. That is.

13 why we were projecting the coverage plan we really needed to

14 start a couple of months ago, which is what we did.

15 If you look on one 12-month period there are 18
,

16 decisions. It is hard to liitagine the staff , and the

17 Commission, too, turning around with 18 decisions on 18
;;

18 individual plants in a 12-month period. It is just a'

19 phenomenal amount of work that we are going to have to do.

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs But from your point of

21 view NRR is going to have to do the bulk of its work on

22 those 18 decisions 12 months earlier.

23 MR. DENTor,s. Yes.

24 COMMICSIONER BRADFORD: You will have to do it in

25 a 12-month period but it comes 12 months earlier.
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1 HR. DENTON: In fact, we are more than 12 months

2 early because we allowed 11 months for the hearing process.

3 We have got to back up through the ACRS meeting and the SER
-

4 which is about three months. Then we have.to start our

5 review a certain period of time before we get the SER out.

6 So our peak occurs almost two years before a Commission

7 decision date is scheduled. '82 is a real crunch. There

8 are so many plants being completed in that time.

9 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: 'So if the licensees slip

: 10 b y , oh, say 11 or 12 months, as at least one has in fairly |

11 recent memory, their estimated completion date, unless ther'

12 do it a yea: or so in advance it doesn't help you very much;

13 is that right?

14 HR. DENTON: That is correct and that is very

15 importan t. In fact, if plants like McGuire slipped or
-

4
,

~

16 LaSalle slipped at the end, that doesn 't help us because

17 that is sunken costs we expend on that effort far back. So

i
4 18 ve are trying when we docke t the f acilities like Sharon

19 darris, for example, that is coming in soon, we need to look

20 very carefolly at that time to be sure that when we set up a

21 priority that we are lining them up in the right order.

22 COHHISSIONER BRADFORD: But the implication of our

23 using licensee completion dates then is that vc inevitably

24 expend the man-years and then we can't get them back when

25 those dates turn out to be optimistic. /

4
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1 ER. DENTON: Some licensees are going to slip from~
'

l 2 their da tes.
*

3 COHRISSIONER BR ADFORD s But you don't know which
-.

'

4 ones.

|
5 HR. DENTON: We don't know which ones. They aie

,

6 all trying to make rigurous recovery plans like we do. To

! 7 cite one, River Bend, which I may have mentioned to you

8 before, there was a big difference between our schedules on
,

9 River Beud. But when I visited them they had a no strike

to union contreet signed with some 40 companies. They.had a

j 11 gold team and a blue construction team that worked ten-hour

i 12 day s. They had 12 big cranes on site that is unheard of.

13 They are working to a schedule and they are meeting every .

14 milestone of theirs.,

!

15 So while historically no one achieves the short'

~

16 date they do, it; is hard to look at that operation and say

| 17 that they don't have a fair chance of meeting their
,

18 schedules. Our own curves say historically nobody does it'

i 19 that fast.

20 I think in cases like that we would have to go

21 along with their date because to do otherwise just f orecasts

22 the results in their slowing it down.

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But as a practical matter

i*
24 doesn't that mean that in all cases you pretty well have to

i

|
25 go along with the licensee's date?

a
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1 ER. DENTON: No. If we visit the plant at about

2 the time we are docketing and we see this five-year
:

3 construction period but there is no activity going on on the

4 site, then we can have a talk with the company and maybe get

i
? 5 more realistic estimates of that time. So we are trying to

o monitor them befo're we ever start the effort so we have got
;..

~

7 them in about thee right order. Now, if they, slip af ter
;

} 8 that, then it is true that we have expended the cost.

!

j 9 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: But if a plant slips a

i
10 couple of years in advance of its estimated completion date,4

'

11 or it slips a year, are you then able to take some of the

!
j 12 people who would have been working on. that SER -- let me ask
1

| 13 it another way. What do you do with the people who were
i

j 14 mbout to go crashing full speed ahead on that SER?
!

| 15 HR. DENTONa If you look at the Bivel Report we
1

_

-

16 are locked into a front page, .in other words, the '81 and
;

| 17 ' 82 plan ts.

i

i 18 COMMISSIONEB BRADFORD: I am assuming for purposes
!

) 19 of that question that on the near-term plants it doesn't
i

20 free you up any man-hours and you would rather have them
1

f
21 slip .

| 22 HR. DENTON: That is right. Looking at the '83

23 plants, it is 'very important that I get them in the right'

24 order. Now, Seabrook slips and as they slip I move them
:

! 25 down on a priority basis.

|
1

1

,
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1 CONNISSIONEH BRADFORD: What happens to the staff'

2 that had been about to ---

3 MR. DENTON: That application has never been

4 docketed so we have never assigned staff. We have 30'

5 applications under review and plants that far out that are

8just com'ing in for docketing now only get a project manager
~

7 until the schedule gets devcloped and so forth. There are

j 8 more plants than we have technical reviewers in any one site.

9 HR. EISENHUTs let me try to give you a data point

10 that is real simply. A couple of projects did slip. For
.1-

11 example, they slipped their date. Then they were a
;

12 non-impacted plant. That is, we were still projecting and

13 ve had some time. So we in fact slipped the schedule. We

i 14 backed the schedule up so the staff could go ahead and work

15 on other things. If there would be an impact on it of

16 course we wouldn't do that.

17 HR. DENTON4 We have made a stab at what is the

| 18 difference between their dates and our dates because of the
- 191nterest in this area. It appears to be about 10 percent of

j 20 our case work resources, or I would say less than one

21 percent of the agency's resources whether we use our dates
.

j 22 or their dates.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You say you have done an

!

! 24 estimate if you were to use the forecast panel?

25 HR. DENTON: That is right.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 COMMISSIONEB AHEABNE: What does that come up to

* 2 be?

3 HB. DENTON: About ten percent. -

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You mean you could get by

5with 10 percent fever people?

6' HR. DENTON: No, changes in the year. It might be
j

7 ten percent less expended in '82 and ten p'.treent more in

i
~

8 '83. It is just a question of time. Cur budget is high in

9 '82 and lower in '83 in case workers. If we use the other
i

10 kind of schedule it might drop ten and go up ten.
;

11 CHAIRNAN PALLADINO Ten percent of your case work?
1

12 NR.,FUNCHE$s Ten percent of the operating'

13 license's OL resources.

! 14 CHAIBMAN PALLADINOt Which slipped from one fiscal

15 year to the next?
'; _.

i 16 HR. DENTON: Yes. About 20 people would move

17 around in time if you knew exactly which one to move around.

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFOBD: Harold, let me come at it

19 another way. Before somebody comes in for an OL, before

I 20 they actually file the application before it is docketed,

i

21 how many people in NRR are doing work related to that plant

22 in a particular year?
i

'

23 HR. DENTON: Essentially zero.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: After it is docketed what

25 happens. How many people do you assign to it right away?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.,
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'

1 Does it then get a project manager, for example?

-2 HR. DENTON: Not very many. Most branchers are so

3 impacted that they are not able to turn to an application
'

4 when it first gets in the door. In other words, a technical

5 branch chief looks at these Bivel reports and he has started

6 with LaSalle.
4

~

7 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: Sure.

8 HR. DENTON: The one down here at Seabook, say,

9 has not even hit his visibility. It does get a project
i

10 manager assigned to it. So it takes Darrel's time, it gets

! 11 docketed, Federal Register notices and a review plan and

12 schedule gets developed and laid out. The branches thati

13 aren' t so heavily impacted, for whatever reason, do begin

14 with the QT. But it is essentially the last year before the

15 SER before it really gets cracking.
.

16 What we try to do when we docket it is look at the

17 really difficult issues, you know, if it is seismology or

18 auxiliary f eedwater systems. We might pull out a few issues
,

19 and get the staff started on a few tough known issues in

20 that case, but it wouldn't be a big consumer. Jiany of our

21 '83 plants at the moment are dormant, other than that ther

22 are waiting their turn.

23 One exception to tha t is if .te go to consultants

24 in the review we can f arm those out and get them started on

25 it. That is what has happened and a few of the '83 plants

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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i

|
' ~

I already have consultant reviews going. That is another

2 reason we lose flexibility is that once we spend the money

3 in a contract review to start on an '83 plant it is kind of

4 hard to stop that and get them to work on something else. j

5 COHNISSIONER BRADFORDs In the current scheme of
,

6 things what is rightly the period for an average plant

$
~

7 between docketing and issuance of an OL? Say it is a

8 contested case and then an uncontested case?
1

9 HR. EISENHUT I.think it is a 31-month schedule.
,

' 10 CONHISSIONER BRADFORD: Iou figure 31 months.

11 HR. EISENHUT That includes two months for the
~

i
12 acceptance review.

-

i
'

13 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Two months for what?
i

i 14 HR. EISENHUTs For the acceptance review. The

: 15 first two months when it comes in the door very few people
; -

I 16 internally look at it. In fact, we don't even have it

17 assigned to a project manager. We use a national lab.

18 MR. DENTON: Other things do go on like the

i.
|

19 environmental report starts up which usually precedes the

20 SER . The antitrust may get started and some of these things.

| 21 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: Do you have a figure

22 comparable to the 31 months for the number of man-years it

23 takes to do an OL? What is that figure?

24 HR. DENTON: You mean the total time to do an OL7

25 COdMISSIONER BRADFORD4 The total number of

.
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1 man-years.''

2 HR. DENTON: About 20.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Does that vary with

4 whether it is a ccntested or an uncontested ?

5 HR. DENTON: I think it is too early to tell since

6 THI. We haven't had enough cases to build up a data record
~

7 though we looked at about 12 plants, some of which have not

8 gotten all the var through the process yet. So it seems to

9 he taking about 20. We are using data that the Comptroller.

10 and the HPA have agreed with and it is just historical

11 data. It has no allowance for any of the future rules that

12 the Commission may adopt by '83.

'

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: If I have understood you

14 correctly, the bulk of those man-years are expended, if one

15 uses that 31-month schedule, between about months 10 and
.

16 months 20, would that be right?

17 HR. DENTON: That sounds about right. We would be
i

18 happy to provide a better breakdown for you.

19 HR. EISENHUT We have it on a time line. It is

20 actually a little earlier than that.

21 HR. DENTON: We have a model that we have

22 developed historically as to when the manpower goes and that

23 is ho w w 3 actually make these projections. We docket and

24 then vc assume this model and we expend certain efforts at

25 each time.
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1 HR. EISENHUTs The Comptroller has a model that
1

2 f unctions a t certain stages. They use the model to

3 project. We give them the different dates that we can start

4 and end on. They put it in the model and crack out how much*

5 manpower is needed for the job. The hearing times that

6 lasts 11 or 12 months, the OL's we project project to be

7 about three staff-years and that is professional

8 staff-years. That is three of the twenty. Most of our work
2

9 ends at about 14 months from the end.
1

I 10 MB. DENTON: I understand when I put the budget

| 11 together that I can free up some resources if I am able to
i

j 12 use longer dates. What the agency does is run the risk of

!
13 missing a date obviously if you don' t do it. So that is the

14 tradeoff. I thought there were strorg feelings in the first
4

15 of the year that you wanted schedules that would provide a

16 high degree of assurance of the staff meeting its dates.

: 17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I am just trying to get a

18 feel for the assumptions. I don't mean to be implying a
!

! 19 judgment one way or the other.

20 What are sort of the best and worst cases if 20

| 21 man-years is typical or average? Do you have examples of

22 plants that have done much better and much vorse than that?
:

i 23 HR. DENTON: Yes, I do.

I

; 24 Why don't we find it and I will go on to your

25 other questions and I will have it here in a moment.

,

d
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDa Well, actually my other

2 questions flow right from that. I wanted to get a feel for

3 what makes it especially easy or what makes it especially

4 hard.

5 HR. EISENHUT I think the variation on it was

6 something like 14 man-years for an older plant, where we had

7 den. . lot of the review before, to about 20.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: By "done a lot.of the
,

9 review beforn," you mean you had done it on that plant?

10 MR. EISENHUTs Yes. The thing you have to
|

11 remember is many of the plants that we just finished going
,

.

12 through the process, like Farley 2, we had done most of the

13 safety review three or four years ago.

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Fo r Farle y 2 or in th e

I 15 context of doing Farley 17
4 .

16 HR. EISENHUTa Well, Farley 1 and Farley 2, most

17 of it was done together really.

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: On two units you do most

19 of the review for the second unit?
| 20 HR. EISENHUTs On the first unit Generally the
.

21 same plant it is the same application.

I MR. DENTON: The numbers as I remember range from22

23 lik e 17 to 23 man-years. We deliberately used the same'

24 model that the Comptroller used. You may remember in'

i
25 earlier years we would disagree and we would claim mr e

.
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1 effort than the Comptroller. I think he did a special study''

2 and there is no disagreement within the ED0's office about
<

3 the assumptions for what we have historically spent. But I

4 would say it must range by six or seven man-years a case,
,

5 the difference, depending on the difficulty of the esse,

6 probably more than the hearing. You know, it depends on the
1

7 design of the plant and the problems that it brings us.'

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Now, do you have

|
9 situations where you are dealing with a plant that isn't the

4

: 10 second necessarily of two units on the same site but that is

| 11 in large part identical to a plant reviewed elsewhere at an
i
1

12 earlier time?

13 MR. DENTOMs Yes. Once example of that is Watts

14 Bar which is very similiar to Sequoyah 1 and 2 as far as the*

15 plant is concerned and there are very minor differences. So
,

! 16 I as trying to label those Watts Bar books Sequoyah 3-4.

i
- 17 Sometimes we deliberately have another review done by a

18 different person and he doesn't necessarily adopt the last

19 finding .

20 Case work really adds to safety for ourselves

|

.
21 because we have discovered things through case work. You

!

22 know, if we have another reviewer look at the same system
|

23 again he might spot something that the first reviewer

24 didn ' t. But in general we are trying to economize as the

25 only way to keep down the case work requirements. So we are

i
.
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1 going to make Sequoyah 1'and 2 count for Watts Bar to the~

2 maximum extent.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What is the comparable~

1

4 number of man-years to the 20 figure that you would see
,

5 applying to Watts Bar?
"

=

6 MR. DENTON: The site would differ so the

7 environmental reports differ. We would have to relook at

8 some of the managenent issues and operating licensing review

9 people and so forth I will have to go back division by
"

10 division to get the right answer. Another key is how far

11 separated they are in time.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Was Watts Bar contested?

13 MR. BICKWIT4 No.

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD Is the environmental

15 review very different from the environmental review that
.

16 would have been done for the CP?

17 MR. DENTON4 We updated with the new inforuation.

18 Do don't do a de novo environmental review. It piggybacks

19 on the other one.

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What does a worst case
,

21 look like? What is the worst case in the post-TMI era?
.

12 MR. DENTON: Diablo Canyon.
i

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD The man-years, what does

24 that amount to?'

25 ER. EISENHUTa I.t is 20-something running today.

I

!

i
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1 Host of our data and these numbers that Harold and I are"

2 using are on cases like North Anna, Salem and Sequoyah which

3 are not contested cases. So the number on Diablo is going

|'

4 to be higher, but we anticipate that the Diablo 's will trade >

,

5 off with the Watts Bar's.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Do you know the McGuire !

;

7 number?

8 HR. EISERHUT: I don't know the McGuire number..

9 The review on that was been done way back. For the new

10 ones, we are just going to have to wait and see what the

11 data looks like on some of these plants.

12 C0~fMISSION ER BR ADFORD : John, I am exhausted for

13 the moment.

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I ask just a few'

,

15 follow-up questions on licensing.
.

16 You indicated earlier that you expected to see 13

1 17 licenses in fiscal '82, 15 in fiscal '83 and 8 in fiscal

18 '84 . Now, how many SERs would you have to do in ea ch of

i 19 those years to keep your schedule?

20 ER. DENTON4 Our estimates are right out of the

21 Biven Report. So we can just count them up.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In ceneral the SER

23 completion would be about one year earlier than those dates

24 tha t you mentioned?

! 25 HR. DENTON: Yes.

.
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o

1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO So I assume that in fiscal

2 '83 you are going to have to put out 15 SERs?

3 HR. EISENHUTs It turns out it is 16 by the

4 schedule, but .as the Commissioner said, it is generally

5 about 14 months in f ront of the decision dat<.,

; 6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So for a first order I can

7 say in fiscal '82 rou are going to have 15 SERs?

8 HR. DENTON: Yes.
'

MR. EISENHUTs That is correct.
]

9

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: In fiscal '83 there are only

i

l 11 eight?

; 12 ER. FUNCHE5s That would be: about right.
!

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That implies your workload is
,

14 going down but actually you have got a lot of cases coming

i
j 15 u p.

,

| 16 NR. DENTON: Our budgeting hasn't gone on cut to
i

17 ' 85 . There may be a few stragglers who would get into our
i

18 Bivel Report that haver 't been docketed yet, but this budget

19 tries to look at '83 and '84.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What I am trying to get at is

21 I sensed tha t you were saying there was a peak in your load.

.
22 HR. DENTON Yes.

t

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yet, there is a whole lot of

,

24 plants coming up in the f uture. Is that peak realistic or

25 are you saying you are just going to phase in to where you

.
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1 have a pretty constant load?

2 HR. DENTON: The '82 peak is certainly real

3 because they are all here before us. Now, if for some

4 reason we don't succeed in getting rid of those plants, or
i

5 we don't meet our SER production dates because of some snag

|
6 ve encounter in the process, they will be with us in '83 and

7 the workload would' not go down.

8 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Your assumption on your
,
.

! 9 budget is in '83 and '84 you are assuming ---

10 HR. DENTON: That is right, that we are successful.

I
11 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Does that imply that you are

12 going to get to a steady state level of about eight SERs a
4

13 year?

14 HR. DENTON: No. Well, you have to add into that

15 those handful of CP 's that are also being worked on. We
.

16 will issua the final SSER on Pilgrim and we will issue the,

, 1/ final one on Allens Creek this month. Except for those new
!

Iti plants comi ng in, we will have disposed of all OL

! 13 applications and the office's main workload then would be

20 the operator actions and safety technology.

21 COHNISSIONER BRADFORDs Did you mean you would

i 22 have disposed of all OL actions or all CP actions?
i

23 MR. DENTON OL applications for a while until the

24 new ones such as Pilgrim showed up again.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Oh, I see. Okay.'

;

!
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1 Obvio'isly there will be plenty of the others.'

|
2 HR. DENTON: By about '85 there aren 't any on our

1

! 3 current forecast OL applicants coming in.

4 COHHISSIONER BRADFORD: There are none coming in
|

| 5 in '857
!

6 HR. DENTON: Well, I don't remember the numbers

7 but there is a very small number.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Your numbers totalled

9 about 40 over three years and we have done six or seven. So

10 I guess. that is 45 or so.

11 HR. EISENHUT: The confusing thing is that on our

f 12 budget anything past a .rertain point we don't see. There
|
|

13 are certainly plants out there through '88, '89 and '90 that

14 the competion dates are now projected for 1991. So there
!

! 15 will be a continuing stream.
| -

| 16 COMMISSIONEn BRADFORDs But I had understood
!

! 17 Harold to-say that your forecasts were that the re were no OL
|

| 18 applications coming in.
l

| 19 HR. DENTON: Let me take that back. I was just
!

|
20 trying not to speak in the budgeteer's language but in

21 ceneral language. We have got 30 OL applications under
~

22 review now that by the time we get through our '83 and '84

23 budget period we will have worked through an awful lot of

24 the plants that are under construction. I will be happy to
!

25 give you a breakdown on who is lef t. I just haven't looked
l

l

|

|,
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'
1 at '85 or '86. My feel is it is few.

~

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It sounded like an odd
,

3 hiatus because obviously there are about 45 more plants.

4 HR. DENTON: There are not very many. Barry has

I S this information and we just schedule routinely.

6 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE: There really is a drop-off'

7 as I remember Ed Triner's chart from last year. There

8 really is a peak in the '83 area.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But is there another peak
j

10 then in '88 or something or it is just steady?

11 HR. DENTON: No.
}
| 12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: They-aren't being built?
~

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It would be interesting, and

i

14 I don 't know how important it would be, but it .seems it'

: 15 would be satisf ying to me to see your projections on the
.

16 case work.

17 HR. DENTON: We have that. I just didn't relock

|
18 at it for this meeting.

! 19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let me ask one other question

20 on this licensing. How many contested hearings will have to

21 be completed' each year to meet this schedule of 13 to 157

i

22 MR. DENTON: Five of the 13 are uncontested.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Five are uncontested.

24 MR. DENTON: I think the next year it looks like

25 they are all going to be contested.

|
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1
.

1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All contested.

2 MR. BICKWITs There will be one uncontested.

3 Fourteen of the 15 aren't contested.

4 MR. DENTON: It is little hard for Dick with that

5 next batch, but the majority will be contested.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have a feel or is it

7 too far ahead for '83.
|

8 MR. DENTON: I would say all contested.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Then you had mentioned

10 construction permits. How many construction permits or

11 manf acturering licenses, if we get to that point, do you

12 expect to be issued during these next several years?

13 NR. DENTON: The forecast is three CP's in '82 and

i 14 two in '83.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Does that include any

16 manuf acturing licenses or is that a separate item?
~

17 HR. DENTON: The projection includ,es the

18 manuf acturing license. It would be called the CP. I have a

19 sheet that has all that listed.

20 (The sheet is handed to Secretary Chilk to be

21 duplicated and distributed. )

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think that answers most of

23 the questions that have not already b'een discussed about

24 just licensing aspects.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I have one other.
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|

1 Harold, as to the schedule for getting the SERs

'2 out , are you on course at the moment? Have you issued the

3 ones that you expected to issue as of July 23, '817

4 HR. DENTON: We are batting a high batting average

5 but it is not perf ect. There are a couple of cases like
,

6 Shoreham and Comanche Peak that we were not able to sustain

7 the schedule. There are a lot of outstanding issues that'

8 they had and we are not on schedule on. those.

9 COEMISSIONER BRADFORD: When yeu say a lot of
.

10 outstanding issues, has ^.he problem been coming up.vith the

11 manpower within NBR or has.the problem been that the

12 licensee 's providing of inf ormation , the people working on
.

13 the plant haven't been able to complete it?

t 14 NR. DENION : Some of both and it varies in the

15 cas e . On Comanche Peak we got started rather late in our
.

16 own review and didn' t identify the issues. So I can't lay
-

17 all the problems on him because he didn 't know what the

18 problems were.

19 On Shoreham, we have had it under review since the

20 Dark Ages and we still aren 't able to close it. So there I

l

21 don't think it is a lack of identification. We just don't ;

22 make progress. Even today on Shoreham there are still 40 to

23 50 major unresolved issues between we and the applicant that

24 would keep us from writing the final document. So I am

!

25 slipping those SER dates month to month. The companies are

|
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1 very aware of the problems. We are batting-about 800. Many

2 of the dates we are making.

3 There are a few issues like equipment

4 qualifications that are really contributing to our inability

5 to close.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: When you project that a

7 particular OL is going to be contested a couple of years

8 out, how do you do that?

3 HR. DENTON We ask Howard?

10 (Laughter.)

11 HR. DENTON: It gets noticed very early and there

12 may have been expressions of interest, or if the CP was
:

13 contested and there were ongoing issues, you would expect

14 the OE to be contested.1

1 15 COHNISSIONER BRADFORDt Right. What has been the
.

16 experience on those. That is, do you find when you project
;

17 that a particular application will be contested, that it

18 ab.most always is or do you get some pleasant surprises or'

19 unpleasant surprises?

20 ER. DENTON: I think our project is >retty good as

21 to whether or not there are potential intervenors in a given
'.

22 case. Now, whether they settle or how difficult the case

23 becomes, we probably don't do as well projecting.

24 COMMISSIONEE BRADFORD: There are some cases in

25 which they have to file a notice intent to intervene.
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'~5 1 MR. DENTON: We have cases which we have not

2 docketed in which there is very active correspondence about

3 all the time.c

4 MR. EISENHUTa We really don 't have any pleasant

5 surprises.

6 MR. DENTONa Hy concern about the '82 budget goes

7 to one of your concerns that the things that we commit to do

8 that we really have the resources to do. I was concerned

9 about a budget in which we do a little bit of everything, do

10 a little bit of generic issues, a little bit of case work
,

1

11 but none of it on schedules that would be satisfactory.

12 So we try to compartmentalize the budget and say
,

13 here are the ones we can do and here are the ones that we
.

14 just can't do. We did ranc up those priorities and it left

15 some pretty valuable things which moved out to the next

16 year. Even changing the dates back and forth seemed not to

!
17 f ree up enough resources for a major realignment.

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Harold, this table of case
,

19 work end products, the scheduled com pletions, to make sure I

20 understand. Under FY-82 where you have 13., that is more

21 than the scheduled competion in the licensing review. That:

22 is the actual scheduled Commission decision ?

23 HR. FUNCHES: That is the decision date, yes, 13

24 decision da tes.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So that the character of |

.
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~

1 the eight and the five are probably dif ferent because the

2 five with no hearing you must be assuming the Commission
,

3 date m'ich sooner af ter the completion of the SER. So that

4 that block of five would have to have at least some of your

5.vork being done in FI-82.

6 HR. DENTON: Yes, that is right.~

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The CP's, they all are here.

8 HR. DENTON: Yes.

i 9 CONHISSIONER BRADFORDs It seems to me ve have
4

10 already done six OL's in FY-81 where we are only given

11 credit for five.

12 HR. DENTON: We vill be back with the five and a

f 13 half.

; 14 (laughter.)
i

15 COHHISSIONER BRADFORD Assuming we complete
. .

; 18 Sequoyah in FY-81 I think that number would be six.
!

1- 17 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: John, do you want to pick up
i

18 with your questions.

19 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Harold, could you provide
,

20 me' crossvalk of people and dollar.s between your decision
1

21 units, operating reactors and so forth and your NRR division .

l

i 22 such as safety and technology? I was trying to get a better

23 feeling for what was happening in each of your divisions and

24 it was difficult.

25 HR. DENTON: We vill get that for you, yes. It is

:
.
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' ' 1 based on the office budget and then.ve distribute it back

2 through all the offices.
,

|
'

e- 3 CORRISSIONER AHEARNE: What in-house effort are o

i
: 4 you assuming for contract management in '82 and then in

|

5 '83? As you know, there is a report that is very critical'

! !

}
6 of the NBR contract management and I would like to |

i
' 7 understand what improvements you are forecasting to try to

f
8 get a hold on that because there is this continual growth in

9 technical assistance dollars in a variety of your areas.
2

i
10 ER. DENTON We would prefer to use people because

,1 11 we think we could manage them more directly. We had a big
a

.1

|
12 influx of dollars from.the THI period late in the fiscal

1

i 13 year and we had difficulty in managing, controlling and

3 14 spending that. Then in the recovery plan the solution was
!

! 15 largely dollars again that came in late in the fiscal year.

i
'

] 16 Because of that I put together a task force with a
i

! 17 senior person on it to look at our whole ability to plan,
,

j 18 direct, manage and coordinate the dollars. They have come

i 19 up with a number of suggestions, including the delegation of
i

i 20 a signature authority to ,the divisions provided they have

! 21 staffed their of fice f or contract management people and

I -

j 22 people to follow it to be sure that we are really going to
i

23 get the product out.'

24 So mainly it is just focusing management attention.

]

! 25 tha t the dollars we are spending have to produce the
i
,

4
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1 products on the same time schedule as the people we are'"'

2 allocated.
-

3 I think it was a problem that OIA idantified.

4 That particular problem is behind us and that is working'

5 very well today. It is just taking more of our people and

8 turning then into people to follow the contracts. Even
.

7 though we get leverage, it is a learning curve that teach 9s

8 some of our people to do it.

9 The other thing we are trying to do is to get

10 bigger contracts so that we don't go out with a lot of

11 little ones, but to lump the money together and make sure
!

! 12 that one person in each branch is delegated to the job of

I 13 making sure that whatever contractor work is being done,

14 that the work is done properly and delivered on. time.
,

15 CONNISSIONER AHEARNEa It is not only to deliver
,

'

!
18 it on time but it is reviewing the product that gets

4

17 delivered.

18 HR. DENTON: Yes, that is right.
]
'

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That can be the most
i

20 serious dif ficulty that products come in and don 't get
,

21 looked at.
1

22 HR. DENTON: The problem I think was more that
!

23 some of the technical branchers were so hard strapped to do

24 everything they did that they-didn't coordinate well enough

25 with the consultants that we hired. Th e wo rk was shipped

4
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|

1 out and they didn't spend all the back and forth time to be

2 sure that the consultant knew exactly ' what we wanted.' It ,

3 takes a lot of start-up costs to get the consultants to
'

4 really understand the s'.andard review plan and exactly what

5 the products are and what we are looking for.
-

;

6 Occasionally we got products in from the labs, but

j 7 once the technical reviewer looked at it he said this is not
i 8 what I wanted. You were off in the wrong field. I wanted

9 you to go this way. I think spending money causes a

10 momentary drop in productivity and eventually then it

11 recovers.

12 ~ COREISSIONER AHEARNE: One of the concerns I had

4

13 was are you recogizing by the shifting of people that if you

i 14 increase your technical assistanca f unds you have got to

! 15 increase the number of people you have watching the
1

-

1 16 technical assistance f unds.
1

17 HR. DENTON: Yes. I think we are recognizing it.

18 He have gone f rom about 35 percent of our total NRR effort
|

19 that was being done by outside people to almost 50 percent.

20 That means then that our technical branchers are shif ting

21 their jobs f rom being an all internal technical review to

22 being more and more people who follow, direct and manage the

23 contract.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is there a recognition then

\ 25 that the workload that those individual NRR people have has
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' 1 to lighten in the sense that they can't do the same amount

2 of their own review work and also monitor those contracts.,

3 HR. DENTONa There is that recognition but we have

| 4 not been given additional people to manage the money. In

5 other words, normally when we have asked for more people we
1

6 have been given money.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That gets to my question.

8 As you are getting more monov are you allocating more people

9 within '43R to that contract manager?

10 HR. DENTON: Yes, we are, but we are not getting

11 more people. You know, we are a flat total in '82. So even

12 though our amount of money is going up in '82 it is the same

13 amount of people we have got in '81. We are assiquing more'

14 people to that job.

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE But you are assigning more
. ,

16 people to do the job.

17 MR. DENTON: Yes. I think it is a key within#

18 Steve 's area . You know, because of the problem in

19 recruiting people for human factors we continue to give i

20 Steve more money to spend and that means that the few people

21 he has got spend more time on the telephone with the

22 contractor.;

I COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: They certainly ought to. |23

! 24 MR. DENTON: They are. He would have liked to

25 have had someone to do the thing and someone to manage the
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1. contract also.

2 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: One of the concerns I would

3 have on contract management is to make sure that you are
4

4 getting what you want. That means manpower early to

5 identify the tasks so that when the task gets completed you

6 find that you have gotten what you really wanted. Is that
,

7 an ites that is being given additional attention?<

1

8 HR. DENTON: Very much so. I think our biggest

| 9 success was in the environmental area, but we didn't reach

10 that until several years of taing. Then we suddenly, after
3
'

11 TNI threw a lot of money into soise short-handed technical ~
!

12 branches, told them to go supplement it and they have had a!
2 4 ,

13 problem coming up to speed.-,

!

! 14 What we do today when we are hiring Idaho, for

i
15 example, we make sure that the branch chief gets involved

,

4 -

j 16 with the Idaho senior man. We look at the curriculum vita

| 17 of the people they are going to assign to the project and we
i

18 spend enough time with the Idaho people to make sure they

! 19 understand the standard review plan. We give them examples
:

20-of things we have written and we have them attend meetings.
1

i

| 21 That . is what I meant by start-up cost. It really rakes a
1

1 22 lot of effort that turns an outside group into a technical
*

.

23 review organization. So while they are doing all this they

24 are not working my favorite project back home. Ultimately

25 once we get a big group of people started it is going to pay>

,

;

I

,
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O 1 back.

2 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO: Do yon feel that the results

3 that you re getting now that a high percentage of them are'
-x

g

4 directly applicable to what you are workload requires?

5 HR. DENTONa Yes, sir. We are attachi i more and

6 more of them af ter our review right to the SER. So you can

7 find an appendix, for example, f rom Livermore that covers a'

8 given area.

9 It has been a growth industry for some branches.

10 Not a growth industry but a learning experience. They just'

11 weren 't used to farming out that kind of eff ort.

12 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Yesterday Bob Hinogue made1

13 the point that in the use of probabilistic risk assessment

i 14 that at least from their point of view in Research that it

15 was at the present stage much more appropriate to be used in

' 18 specific licensing actions than in sort of the general

17 description of overall safety problems.

18 In putting your '83 budget together what kinds of

19 assumptions have you made on how you are going to
.

20 incorporate risk assessment techniques into your major

21 program areas? Do you assume any significant impact? In
>

,

1
'

22 other words, have you allocated "X" people that would be

23 knowledgeable in those areas and tried to fold that into

24 your licensing?

25 HR. DENTON: At the moment we have tried to
,

|
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'S 1 consolidate in one branch under Thadani all of our risk

2 assessment actions to be sure that the quality of those risk

3 assessments are high and the staffing in his branch does
.

-

~

4 reflect those areas in which we are going to be using risk-

5 assessment. It is ten staff years in '82 and 11 in '83 and

| 6 about a million dollars.

7 We have found it very useful in things like

) 8 station blackout and the reliability of individual systems.

9 One of the initiatives we have undertaken was to take all
|

10 the- generic issues, 137 of the "A" through "D's" and try to

l
' 11 rank them using risk assessment techniques.
:

12 CORRISSIONER AHEARNEt But I gather that by the

i 13 resource numbers that you just mentioned that you don't

14 really see any significant growth in that in '83 because the

i 15 numbers were about the same as '82?
l -

; 16 HR. DENTON: There has been no major change.

f 17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What does NRR have

i

; 18 allocated in the interim program?

j 19 MR. DENTON: I think it is about five or six

) 20 man-years.

i

21 COENISSIONER AHEARNE4 Tha t is not in Thadani's?

j 22 HR. DENTON: That is spread out, that is right.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In your CR/BR setaside what

'

24 kind of assumptions are you making on licensing review? For
<

,

i |

| 25 example, do you assume there vill be legislation to elminate

I
,

|
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1 the requirement for the NEPA site review or eliminate the

'2 need for a saf e ty review of the site?

3 HR. DENTON: It assumes no NEP A review.
i

4 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE That requires legislation.

5 HR. DENTON: That is right.

6 COHHISSIONER BRADFORD: Do you have a number for

7 wha t the estimate would be if we did in f act have to do a

8 NEP A review?

9 HR. FUNCHES: I don't have it here.

10 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you assume you will have

i 11 to do a safety review?
a

12 HR. DENTON: Yes.

13 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Any site review at all?

: 14 HR. DENION: What I am assuming is we would havo

15 to pick up the application as it lay before us and update

16 anything we have published like SEBs. Where previously we

17 had already reviewed the Clinch River site we voeld just

18 update it to see what new information had come out and

19 whether it was still valid.

20 Hy present plan vould be to r9-exami. tiose areas

21. where we had completed the review and if no changes had

22 occtirred we would continue to rely on the old review. If

23 the plant design had changed in that area ve would have to

24. sta rt over.

25 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Are you assuring that a
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1 contested hearing would be held?
,

2 n3. DENTONs Yes, sir.
,

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Are you assuming there vill

4 be a new application sent in?

5 HR. DENTON: No. .We are assuming it would be
;

6 supplemented.

7 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE What is your assumption for

8 when the construction permit hearing would be completed?

u

) 9 HR. DENTON: Three years from the date they send

10 in the new start signal.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Three years from what?

[ 12 MR. DENTON: Three years from the date DOE

13 requests that we restart.

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Until what?

15 MR. DENTON: Datil a decision.
.

16 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: On the CP.

17 M2. DENTON: We are assuming we take about 15

18 months of that to update the safety review, publish our SER

19 and the rest of the time would be the hearing. It is the

20 sort of program that has an immediate direct impact because
,

21 it takes senior reviewers to pick up a high priority case+

'

22 like this. I .a.ve disbanded all of the old groups that used

23 to do it ,

24 Bill mentioned yesterday, you know, that money was

25 one ?ossibility. There just comes a point at which I think
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1 NRR can 't continue just to take more money. You can't spend

2 more and more and more and still do everything we are

3 supposed to do and more besides.

4 CONHISSIONER AHEARNEa The setaside, as I

5 understand it, will be modified as a result of the lawsuits'

6 and the task force, or may be modified, that is the exact

7 number. You had indicated 27 people in '82.

8 HR. DENTON: Yes. .

9 COHEISSIONER AHEARNE: Where would you find 27

! 10 senior reviewers?
i
! 11 ER. DENTON: Let's assume it was a new light water

i

12 power plant or a CP that suddenly had priority over

i 13 everything else. That would need a certain number of
i
'

14 reviewers. You know, if any plant just walked in to. day and

| 15 said I have got priority over everything you do, even for a
,

16 light water clant we would have to go back and assign the
.I

i 17 mechanical engineers, the structural and so forth. Many of

18 these 27 are in the technical branches.j

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Are you saying that your
.

20 contingency plan for finding those people is to just pull

21 them out, a few here, a few there and a few there?

22 ER. DENTON: I think I will end up proposing

23 something like we are doing on THI. It would be a program
,

24 office and we would put in that office a branch, or whatever
'

25 we call it, an organizational unit, those unique skils for
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'

I breeders. Then that would be a small nucleus of the 27.-

2 Then we would rely on the existing organization for human

3 f actors and engineering.-

4 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: It sounds like that could

5 of necessity have a significant impact on the licensing

6 reviews on the other plants underway.

7 HR. DENTONa It certainly would.

8 MB. DIRCKS: It cuts across though from Harold's

9 office. There are components of the Clinch River plant

10 sitting in.varehouses that the inspection people have not

11 even gotten around to look for the varehouse yet.' So it

12 would take a substantial number of resources out of Vic

13 Stello's pocket.

14 CONNISSIONER AHEARNEs In the setaside that you

15 have indicated, Bill, of 27, I thought that was focused on

18 NRR .

17 HR. DIRCKS: It was focused on NBR. It is more.

18 It has increased.

19 COMNISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you have a rough idea of

20 how auch?

21 HR. DIRCKS: Vic, today I don't think he even

22 comes near a rough idea.

23 MR. DENTON: The 27 is the estimate if NRR vere to

24 be told this is your top priority and produce all your

25 documents by the end of next year. That is about what we
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1 would have to do. Some of it would come out of existing

|

.
2 branches which would upset those reviews.

C 3 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you have a rough

4 contingency plan already of where you would find those

5 people?

6 NB. DENTON: Yes, we do have a rough contingency
;
'

7 plan, out we have made no motion toward moving anyone.

8 COHEISSIONER AHEARNE: In the contingency plan are

9 there any major efforts that would have to be cancelled to

10 def erred?

11 HR. DENTON: Well, that option does come up, for'

12 example, SEP, Phrase 3 could be deferred and free upi

13 resources.

14 COHEISSIONEB AREARNEi At least initially is that

15 the major function slippage that you could see?

16 58. DENTON: Since I have already slipped four or
,

17 five other major areas, that is about the only thing left

! 18 before we get back to operating plants.
t

19 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD I was going to say one

20 other one that comes to mind. Wouldn't most of your former

i
2 21 Clinch Biver people, first of all, be primary targets for

22 returning to that and aren 't most of them in case work now?
,

)
'

HR. DENTON: Yes.23

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFOBD: So that if Clinch River

25 were given the highest priority, a pretty substantial number

,
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tne people would have to come out of the case work'
1 of

.
2 decision unit which could only mean to come off of the

" 3 operating license reviews.'
'

4 ER. DENTON: The only alternative not to cut into

5the case work that I saw would be something like the SEP 's

6 who is the only group who had enough people.

7 CONNISSIONER BRADFORDa But they aren't by and'

8 large experienced with Clinch River or with license review.

9 HR. DENTONa They have to be shif ted around in the

10 case work.

11 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD I see what you are saying.

12 ER. DENTON: I mentioned that the Pa111sades

13 integrated study ought to be done late this f all. We really

:

14 won 't have a feel for whether I should advocate Phase 3

15 def erral or not. At the moment I don't advocate deferring
a

| 16 it.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In the EDO setaside list

| 18 there was a statement that in FY-84 three people and

19 $200,000 were for NRR requested resources to perform early

20 site safety and envirnmental reviews of an application of a

21 high temperature gas cooled reactor expected to be submitted

22 in FY-84.

23 On what was the expectation based.

24 MR. DENTON: Let me ask Jessie.

25 NR. FUNCHE8 It was included in a caseload
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1 forecast. Since our budget guide was to allocate the'

>

2 f orecast we included it above guidance.

r' 3 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE So you pass it back to MPA -

4 and say they are they ones who inspected it?
,

5 HR. FUNCHEKs Right.

6 (Laughter.)

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Okay, Bill, I guess I have

8 to ask why does the ED0's office inspect that?

9 HR. DIRCKS We don't.

10 (Laughter.)

11 HR. FUNCHES: Apparently General A3omic had
[pa p el" Abd k> m '

'
-

|

| 12 indicated that there would, .) -

a

..
13 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: They would love to see it.

. (
|

14 Now, if we can say we budgeted for it because we inspected

|
15 it --

.

16 HR. DIRCKS: They have to have an order because we
i

17 inspected it.

18 HR. DENTON: Another good example is at standard

19 plants, that if we don't budget for it they think we are

20 discouraging standards plants. So in our budgeting here ve

:
21 are assuming that we are issuing NCRs on two standards

22 plants, for example. We are budgeting to do GESAR and CESAR

23 as well as some applications.
.

! 24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On unresolved generic
m

25 issues you mentioned the other day that an item had been
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| 1 zeroed in FY-82. The generic issues, not the unresolved

2 saf ety issues, the non-USI generic issues.

3 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Can I get a little bit of
1

4 education. Are the unresolved safety issues a subset of'

4

5 generic issues or do they relate to each other?

6 HR. DENTON They used to be a subset of generic

7 issues. I would prefer now. that unresolved safety issues

8 have their own budget box. They are the official ones that'

9 we send to Congress as USIs. 1 use the term now " generic
i

I 10 issues" to be everything else that is in our wish list.

11 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Is not an unresolved safety
.

|
12 issue usually also a generic issue? -

1

13 MR. DENTON: It is also a generic issue, yes.
;

I
14 COHNI"_IONER AHEARNEa As I think Harold pointed

;

15 ou' , there was this large list of generic issues for a

; 16 variety of reasons. A subset of those are identified here

17 as the highest priority ones. These are the unresolved
i

18 saf ety issues.
j

I 19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So every time a generic issue

i

20 comes up you have to decide whether it is -an unresolved
i

j 21 safety issue or something else?

22 HR. DENTON: That is right.

I

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Exactly.

24 MR. DENTON4 If it is not unresolved then we have

25 to put it in some priority category of when we are going to
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1 work on it. Some of those are the old "A" through "P"

!

2 issues that used to be on the ACRS list. We have gotten an

3 agreemen': with the ACRS now that our list of generic issues

4 contain in a rough priority all of the ACRS issues. So we

5 no longer carry between us two separate lists.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s How many unresolved safety

7 issues do you have now and how many generic issues?
|

8 HR. DENTONa Roughly 25 and we are resolving some

9 every few months.

! 10 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s There ar- 25 unresolved

11 saf ety issues?

12 HR. FUNCHES: At the beginning of FY-82. it will be
j

13. 14 .

14 COHNISSIONER AREARNEt At the beginning of FY-92

| 15 there will be 147
.

1e MR. FUNCHE$a Right.

17 COHHISSIONER BRADFORD: How many were added last

18 yea r?

'

19 HR. DENTON: I think four were added.
;

20 COMMISSIONfB BRADFORD: Hov many do you project

21 adding?

22 ER. DENTON: Four. We projected four more we

23 would add and then we would resolve them on the current

24 schedules. The existing ones would be resolved on the

25 current schedules.

ALDEPSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: One of the real differences

2 with the ones that get to the unresolved safety issue

3 category is there is then a very definite schedule for being

4 worked on. There is identified someone who is responsible

5 f or its completion . It gets into a tracking system which is

6 an attempt to ensure that the resources stay with it to
;

7 resolution.

8 HR. DENTON4 It turns more or less into a case ;
1

9 then. In other words, we give it a project manager who is

10 suppoced to work as much time as is required, if that is

11 f ull time, and get the accomplishments done. One is ATWS,

12 for example. -

13 (Laughter.)

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When you say there are 25 nov

15 and you are going to have 14 at th e en d o f ---

16 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: Twenty-five I think is a

17 bad number.

18 NR. DENTON: When we checked off the program and

19 first identified USIs there were maybe 25. Then we started

20 resolving them and so at any given time there are ones which

21 have been resolved.i

22 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: It is more like 17 at the

23 mom ent.

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You are going to do what,

25 about three or four a year?
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1 HR. DENTON No, it is more like six or seven a''

2 year. I think we are working that list down.*

.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s With four coming down you net

4 two.,

5 HB. DENTON: That is right.

6 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: There is one other

7 semantic wrinkle that I need to understand ~ vhether it has

8 manpower implications. When you resolve an unresolved issue

9 that means simply that the technical solution has been

to devised. It doesn 't mean that it has been implemented in
,

11 the plants.

.

12 HR. DENTON: That is right.
4

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Is there a further4

14 resource implication to the process of gettine it

15 implemented in the plant?
;

.

16 HR. DENTON: Yes. Resources are in the budget to
!

17 handle those in the operating amendments. Once it is
4

) 18 resolved then by an order or a rule or whatever resolves it,
i

j 19 thea all 70 plants have to do it or whichever ones it is

20 applicable to. Wa have budgeted tho se resources.
,

! 21 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Do you have a timetable for
1

22 implementation as well as f or resolution?

23 HR. DENTON: Once we have defined the technical
.

24 solution , at that point we work up a timetable for

25 implementation.
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD4 Do you do the budgeting

2 for unresolved safety issues on an issue-by-issue ' basis or
1

3 do you sort of assume the standard unresolved safety issue?

4 HR. FUNCHES: Issue by' issue basis.

5 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: But for the future you'have

6 to do it on the generic because you have to make the

7 assumption that you are getting in four new ones but you

8 don't know what they are.

9 HR. FUNCHEE: That is right. We assume two nev
,

10 ones per year and we make a projection on those two new ones.

11 CHAIRHAN PALLADIN0s Two new what?

!

12 HR. FUNCHES's The ones that are in the pipeline

i
13 now we do it issue by issue.

/
'

14 ER. DENTON: New USIs that will crop up that we

15 will want to add to the USI list.
.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I thought you had assumed
1

( 17 f ou r .

' 18 MR. DENTON : I had said four and Jessie says two.

19 He knows more than I do about this.

20 HR. DIRCHSs I might add that we talked about

21 tracking issues yesterday and we do have a qua r te rly report

22 that comes o.'It on an unresolved safety issues summary. It

23 is NUREG 0606 that was issued in May '81. We also have a

24 generic issues tracking system that is under development.

25 So we will be tracking all the generic issues. Right now we

.
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1 are tracking all the unresolved safety issues. -

2 CONNISSIONER BRADFORD: Tracking a number of those

3 is going to take a lot of effort.
i

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Roughly how many generic'

5 issues do you have?

i 6 MB. DENTON: Generic issues are the ones that
:

7 don't rise to the USI status. That is one tha t is more like

8 120. I have a computer printout of all those issues that

9 describes what they are. Many have been around for a

10 decade, like seismic scram. We are trying to decide if it
)

11 is a worthwhile issue or not. We haven't found ( way to

12 drop them. I will have coming to the Commission next month

13 a proposal to prioritize these that we think vill show which

14 ones are really worthwhile for us to pursue and which ones

15 aren ' t.
,

.

Is So I am not particularly bothered by the deferral

17 of work on these be- xuse I think if we assign resources to
i

18 all of them, if .ve have such resources, we would be getting

19 our money's worth. I think we need to go through this

20 prioritization . So the fact that we are deferring work on'

21 this list I think is a proper look.

22 So if you agree with the prioritization scheme

23 when you. see it, then we vill work away to try to figure out

24 which ones of these are really worth spending our time on.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Are you going to propose that
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1 some of them that are of very low priority that we might as

2 well take them off the list?

3 HR. DENTON We would never get to them because

4 they are orders of magnitude less important from the safety

5 standpoint than some of the others that we:are having

! 6 dif ficulty getting to. __

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Go ahead, John.
;

8 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: In this area of the generic

9 issues and not the USIs you had mentioned that there is zero

10 ef # ort in 19827<

11 ER. DENTON: Yes.

- 12 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE: How much in '83?
\<

; 13 MR. DENTONs Well, rather than quote a number off

; 14 the top of my head I will look for the exact one this time.

15 COHMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let's say after you have
;

j 16 gone through this , ioritization and let's say we agree and

17 a certain number drop off, why can't some of those generic

18 issues just be transferred to the Office of Research?

19 HR. DENTONs It depends on their nature. Some

20 USIs, for example, are presently t r a n s f e r r e d- t o R e s e a r c h i f'

21 they are such th a t they need a lot of research. If the real

22 eff ort is to take the existing information and develop a way

23 to change the standard review plan or integrate it into the

24 process, we are able to do that better.,

25 Research is doing a couple of USIs now where we
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1 need fundamental new scientific information.- Bob and I do

|
2 try to look at each one that needs work to decide what s ta g e

!
| 3 it is in. He doens't like to take them if it is really
!

! 4 taking developed research and just fieuring out to modif* -

| 5 COHNISSIONF3 AHEARNE A reguJ ation?

|
6 ER. DENTON: Well, no, a review. He probably goes

7 back to the Technical Branch. Like fire protection, to take

|
8 an area where the people who are doing the reviews are

9 better able to fit it into the scheme than he would be in a
10 research program.

11 HR. FUNCHES: The answer to the question is 32

12 professional staff years.-

13 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Thirty two staff years in

14 '83 .

15 5R. FUNCHESs Professional staff years.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is very large.
.

i 17 HR. DENTON: That should permit a lot of progress
|

! 18 on the ones in here which we really think are important.

,
19 HR . FUNCH EF4 Tha t includes both -- (Inaudible).

[

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Which items? Say that again ?

21 HR. FUNCHER: The THI action plan items and the

22 solution which is in the developmental stage.

23 HR. DENTON: This is the priority one.

24 HR. FUNCHEE Priority 2's and 3's.

I 25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs In other words, it is a

.
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i

I combination. You also deferred the action plan two and''

2 three items.

3 HR. FUNCHEF: Hight. There is a combination of A

'
4 through D's and the 2's and 3's.

5 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess there is some

6 remnant question that if an effort is worth .32 professional
4,

7 staff years in '83 is it really sufficiently insigr.ificant

!

8 to get zero professional staff years in '827

9 HR. DENTON: I don't think so. I have recommended

10 to Bill that we put something in '82 to work on some of

11 those 2's and 3 's, about 13 man-years worth. Not all of
,

j 12 them warrant this, but we have tried to pick out the ones
a

13 which really seem to rise to the top and which shouldn't be
i
! 14 def erred.

15 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: I was going to ask about
,

i 18 that. I have the list that I guess was provided to all of-
1

: 17 us by Hugh Thompson through Kevin. The 2 and 3 tasks that

18 are being deferred, there a re a very large number of those
,

19 in which NRR is the lead office. So I gather by deferral it

20 really essentially almost means nothing is going to be done

J 21 for the year.

22 You say that there are some of those that you felt
|

23 ought to be covered.

24 HR. DENTON4 Yes.

25 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you identify which

'
,

l

l

i
i
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1ones?

2 HR. DENTON: Would you like me to read them out?

3 We furnished this table and you may have it in .your package )

4 perhaps.

5 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: What we have is just.the

6 total number of 2's and 3's that were deferred.

7 HR. DENTON: Rather than try to give you a line
:

8 item, about half of then I didn 't defer f all within the

9 human factors area because I think that is an area that we

10 are behind in.

11 CORHISSIDEER AHEARNE: That was my feeling also.

12 HR. DENTON: I would not defer certain ones of

13 those.

14 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: Would it be possible to get

I 15 a list of those which you felt really shouldn't be deferred?

16 (Mr. Dircks hands a document to Commissioner
.

17 Ahearne. )

18 58. DEMTON: Then the other half are ones which

19 f or one reason or another we think rise to that level that
20 ve really need to move on.

21 CO HNISSION ER AHEARNE: So this page that has

22 additional safety methodology resources required, this is

23 the list of the items that you would ---

24 HR. DENTONs That is the subset of the priority#

25 2's and 3's that I would not like to defer in '82 but that I
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1 could not work within my budget.

2 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: All right.

3 A similar question I think on the generic issues. I

4 The licensing action backlog. Some of those items have been

5 listed for a very long time. The target dates go back many

6 years. Why shouldn't I conclude that many of them are

7 inconsequential?

8 HR. DENTON4 Some of them are.

! 9 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: All right. Then why can't

10 we eliminate them from the list of pending open items?

11 HR. DENTON: After you have looked at the way we

12 ranked the generic issues and if that scheme has any appeal,

i 13 we could try that on some of them amendments.

14 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: These aren't just
;

15 amendments. They are open items.
*

,

16 HR. DENTONs That is correct. If we succeed in

17 developing a methodology to screen generic issues, I think

.
18 tha t same methodology could be applied to the operating

1

19 actions. Many of these operating actions are last year's

|
20 f avorite projects.

i 21 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Hany years ago.

22 (laughter.)

! 23 HR. DENTON: Or many years ago, right.

24 That is an increasing exposure that we have where

25 we ask the licensee to send in a study to show whether or

i
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1 not he should do something and then- we don't have the

2 resources to review the study to see if we should require it

3 he done. We are increasingly not able to handle the backlog'

4 that is there on the books. We have finally gotten our

5 hands around it by publishing this book and we have~

6 attempted to rate them by crude priorities.'

7 COHHISSIONER AHEARNEs I would almost say that

8 what we have done is we have lif ted the lid of the box by.

9 publishing the list.

10 HR. DENTON: We have identified them I guess and

11 ve have prioritized them. The prioritization is proposed by

:

|
12 Darrel and it is being looked at by the other divisions to

|
13 see if we all concur that that is right right

|
14 priortization. If it is, we vill only have resources in '82'

15 to work on the priority one type items and the 2's and 3 's
,

j 16 vill not get much attention.

17 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: As we all know, there is
;

!

18 just such a hugh number of those. To be ca rrying items that

19 had competion dates in the '70s either means that we aren't

20 doing something that we really should be doing or we arei

i 21 carrying items that need not be carried.
I

22 HR. EISENHUT. You are certainly right, and that

23 is what we tried to focus on. Every one of these items we

24 have already requected information f rom the utilities and we

25 already have responses from the utilities.
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1 HR. DENTON: These are not going to be as easily

2 eliminated as some of the generic issues because they at

3 least rose to the level in someone's mind to varrant-

4 requesting information from an applicant. So they have

5 passed some threshold in the past.
4

6 COHNISSIONER 'HEARNE: There is just something'

7 basically wrong about piling up paper.

8 HR. DENTON4 Well, we shouldn't be carry them. We

~

9 should have resources that get that list down. This is an

i
10 area that even in this budget we are letting slip two more

11 years.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Hay I ask some clarification
1

13 questions on that.

14 What do we have in non-THI licensing actions,

i
15 about 2,400 7 Did I determine that correctly from your book ?

,

j 16 HR. EISENHUT Is it right in the front. There is
|

17 a summary table.

i 18 HR. DENTON: It is easier I think to look at it.

19 CHAIRHAN PALLADINoa No, I don't want to gc that

20 detailed.

21 (Laughter.)

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You had some numbers in there

23 early in that book. That is where I got my 2,400.

24 MR. EISENHUT There is a summary table where we

25 tracked it month by month.
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1 CHAIBNAN PALLADINO: It is a chart. There is a
1

~

2 graph actually.

3 What I as trying to get at is how many of them are

4 over five years old?

5 HR. EISENHUTs Five years, it is hard to say. A

;
'

6 lot of them that we have been completing .:ecently are doing

7 just what the Commissioner dentioned. We are looking at
1

.

8 some of these issues and looking at some of the responses

9 and just daciding not to do it. For five years, there is

10 not that many I don't think.
i
!

11 HR. DENTON4 They break out in sort of three

I 12 categories since they are not all the same kinds of issues.
i

13 Some of them are plant specific. They apply on1T to that1

14 plant. They wanted to make a change or we wanted them to
1

15 make a change and its resolution would af fect only that

-

16 plant.

17 Then there are the great bulk of the THI related

18 items which we have applied to everybody and we have'

19 requested studies for, say, anticipatory scram and turbine

i- 20 t rip . We have required tha t study be done by every PWR to

21 determine whether or not we ought to order ce place

22 anticipatory trips on PWRs. They have all sent in this
4

23 material so they met their commitment. It is we who can't

24 complete the review of the material they put in to decide

I 25 whether or not we want to eventually order it or not.
2

.i

,
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1 Then there are some issues that are not TMI
|

2 related but would affect everyone. In other words, masonry

|

| 3 valls, for example, where we were concerned about masonry
'

! 4 construction. Some parts of it were dealt with in ICE
l

5 bulletins and another part might then go out to everybody to

6 ask for follow-up information on masonry walls. So it would

7 be a generic issue but of somewhat lover priority.

8 We keep trying to reduce the ones that are really

9 important. I think over the last five years or so we have

10 tended to give this area low priority and those issues don't

i 11 get worked on. The licensees are happy that we don't work
i

! 12 on them because they have already done their job. They have

13 sent in the study, or they have sent in a design and the

14 f act that it lays dormant here doesn 't bother them. So it

| 15 is not like the case work where they want a decision from us
*

t

| 16 and no one pushes us to get that decision.

{
l 17 CHAIRMAN PALlADINO: But I gather some of them are

18 so routine and the licensee is b'eing help up, or I presume
i

i

! 19 he is being held up so that some system ought to be set up
|

20 to have those taken care of.

21 HR. DENTON: We have a very good record in that I
l

22 area. If something comes up where one loop is out of

23 service and he needs an amendment for a then minus one-loop

24 operation we go ahead and turn that around so that we are

25 not involved in that. So we do tend to process those. We
|

|

|
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1 process fuel reloads and design changes that the licensee#

2 vants to make. The bulk of this list are changes that we or

3 someone at NRC wanted to make.

4 CHAIBHAN PALLADINO So the ones that are holding

5 up licensees you feel are - -

6 HR. DENTON Yes, we deal with those pretty

7 promptly.
,

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Well, in the earlier

9 discussions we had talk'ed about some of these licensing

10 actions that are routine perhaps going to the field. Are

1. those the ones that you think you are handling all right?

12 TB. DENTON: If it is plant specifie , if it came
,

13 up in one plant and it is the right kind of issue, the field

14 could handle those kinds. However, if it is one like

15 turbine trip and different circuits you wouldn't expect the
*

|

18 residents. to handle it diff erently or something. That is'

17 just as well handled by one electrical engineer back in

| 18 headquarters.

19 I do think we try to farm out and are trying to do

20 that with the plant specific ones as opposed to the

21 multi-plant ones.
,

22 CHAIRHAN PALLADIN0s So even though maybe you are

23 handling those pretty well now, if you g tve them to the

24 field it would relieve some of your personnel so they could

25 handle others?
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1 MR. DENTON I don't really think it.would make a

2 lot of difference. You would find that the resident has to

3 take the same amount of time. Somebody has to cpent that

4 amount of time on paper to write the SER and do the mail and

5 so forth. I think that is a cost the agency has pretty much

6 independent of where it is done.

7 C'iAIRHAN P ALLADINO: Well, I could see some

! 8 savings, br.t I will agree that it might not be all that

' 9 great.
|

! 10 HR. DIRCKS4 I think part of what we are trying to

;. 11 achieve there is seeing whether the regions can pick up this
.

12 workload, not only to relieve this initial burden of 500 .)
i

13 amendments or so that can be done but really to prove that

14 it can be done in the field.

15 I think what we are trying to do to the extent
-

le possibiv is delegate decisionmaking down closest to the;

17 level where the plant is rather than have everything come

18 back here to Washington.
.

1

; 19 HR. DENTON: We need to reduce the formalism in

20 these actions. If they all lead to hearings, you know, if
i

21 every action leads to a hearing whether it has significant
.

22 safety implications or not, then the whole system bogs down.
.

23 It is interesting to observe that between ICE and

24 NRR we are putting the equivalent of about 10 people per

25 plant on operating plants. We are putting 250 or so and
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1 they are putting 450 or so. So in theory you could

12 establish a branch at every operating reactor to do the

3 amendments, to inspect and to hold hearings and their own

i 4 lawyer.
,

,

5 (laughter.)

6 HR. DENTONa The agency is putting a lot of effort

7 into operating plants, but I think we are falling behind in

5 keeping the plant designed through this amendment process.

9 This budget, I just wanted to be sure you recognized, slips

10 all that two more years.

11 COMBISSIONER AHEARNE: I have nothing more of
,

I

i 12 NRR . I just have a few questions of Bill.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Hay I comple.e a few on NRR7
,

14 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Of course.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINGs Let me stick with the>

; ..

i 16 licensing action since that is where we are now.

17 I am not clear what assumptions you made in the
I

18 budget with regard to the rate of clean up of licensing

19 actions in '82, '83 and '84. Did you make any specific

20 assumptions in cleaning up the backlogs?

! 21 MR. DENTONa We had originally tried to budget so

22 that we could clean it up in '84. We found that the amount

23 of resources that do that just weren't there.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: By clean up you mean'?

25 MR. DENTON: To reduce it to a minimum so that you

,

i

!
'
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1 L;uld only have in any year what came in in that year. So

2 we wouldn't be carrying over.

3 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: So you would get down to
i

4 about a thousand?

5 ER. DENTON: Ten or 12 issues per plant sort of

6 thing that would have to be handled.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is a two-year slip since

8 last year?

9 HR. DENTON: What we now assume is that we will

10 work on the high priority amendments but that we won 't

11 complete the clean up of the backlog until '86.

I
12 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: How much more would it take

13 to clean up by '84? Do you have a feel for that?'

14 HR. FUNCHES: Forty staff-years and $4 million per

15 year in '83 and '84.
. .

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Forty more staff years and 54
4

17 million in each of those three years?

18 HR. FUNCHEF: I will give you the exact numbers.

19 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: That is close enough.
,

20 MR. DENTON : These are issues where we have a
':

21 resolution. You know, it is not as though it is a USI where

22 we don't know what we want. We have identified and we have

23 for the applicant to do something. It is just sheet lack of
.

24 manpower to review what has been submitted.

25 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: What sort of staff years are
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1 you spending now and support dollars' to try to clean up the

2 backlog on the basis of '867
.

3 NR. FUNCHEKs Per year?-

4 '.",'H AIR M AN P ALL ADIN O : Yes, roughly.

5 NR. FUNCHEEs In FY-82 ve are talking about 74 i

6 professional staff and 59 million.

7 CdAIREAN PALLADINO: I didn't hear it all.

t 8 HR. PENTON: Seventy-four man-years. I
l

9 NR,, FUNCHE$s And $9.4 million in '82. That is |

10 how much yea have in the budget. Eighty-seven professional

11 staff yer rs and 59.2 million in '83. One hundred anda

i
12 thirteen professional staff years and $12.8 million in 'J4.

13 NR. DENTON4 This is one of those areas where we

14 are increasingly spending in hiring outside consultants to

15 do the work for us. When we know what we want in a given
. .

18 area like the design of snubbers, we vill take all the

17 answers that come in f rom the separate plants and we vill

18 give them to all one contractor. We vill tell him what

19 criteria to use in evaluating it.

20 It is a very narrow technical specialty. He can

21 do the reviews. He sends us the questions and we send them

22 out to the licensee and get the ansvers and then back to

23 him. Eventually he vill vrite for us a safety evaluation

24 report on each plant on that topic. So that is working very

25 vell when we are able to find the consultant with the

!
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#'~ 1 expertise and spend the effor't to be sure that he

2 understands what our acceptance criteria are.

' 3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I turn now to the TMI

4 action plan items.

5 How many THI action plan items do you have now on j

6 the books? Was it 2,500, looking at that graph.

7 HB. EISENHUTs The number on the chart you see in

8 the book you are referring to is about approximately 2,500.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: About 2,500. Okay.

10 HR. EISENHUTa That basically is all of the items
,

11 from NUREG 737 which is the document that contains a listing

12 of all of the Commission approved items, that is items tha't

13 we are not implementing.
.

14 NR. DENTONt It is on those items that we have

15 spent a lot of our resources on operating plants to
.

.

16 implement those THI approved items that the Commission

17 directed be done on operating plants.
'

18 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: Darrel, what is counted as
,

19 an item in the 2,5007

20 HR. DENTON: Basically it is an action plan item

21 where there is a specific distinct entity. It is a substep

22 u nder that.

23 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO If there is an item and it
'

24 has to go to 70 plants ---

25 HR. EISENHUT4 Seventy, or some go with 20.
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1 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE Is it counted as one item?

2 HR. EISENHUTa It is actually a count.
.

y^ 3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE It is an item for 70*

I
4 plants, items times plants?

,

5 HR. DENTON: Yes.
i

6 HR. EISENHUTa If you had ten items on all plants'

7 and they apply to 70 plants you have got 700. Wha t . ve
i
'

8 actually did partially in response to those evaluations you

9 ref erred to earlier, there is actually a scheduled matrix ve
4

I -

! 10 added in front of here for each iten showing what it is,

!

11 when it was issued, when the incoming is and when we issue
;

f 12 our safety evaluation.

i

13 NR. DENTON: So for the '82 budget, for example,
j

f 14 for operating actions we assume that we are going to work

15 e.nd make sure those TFI items are implemented. That is

16 budgeted f or. He are also going to work on those highest

17 priority items that are already existing in the system or
,

i .

! 18 vill com e in .
i
i 19 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE Those are priority one THI

|

i 20 items?

21 HR. DENTON: Yes.
~l

| 22 HR. EISENHUT: Yes.
,

f 23 HR. DENTON: There is nothi. g, as we said, in th e

i -

24 budget to develop the priority two and three items.
i

i

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINos How aany of the THI items
{

!
1

)
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' ' ' 1 that have been tendered for implementation, how many of them

2 have actually been implemented?

r- 3 ER. DENTON: Let me give it to you one way and

4 then we will get a number. The original 21 or so of the

5 issues were implemented,by order during the fall of '79 and

6 the spring of '80. Then another batch of about a dozen were

7 implemented by June 30th of this year. So'there are

8 probably 35 or 40 items times the number of plants. thr.t . they
i

{ 9 apply to that have been implemented so far.
t

! lu CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are you saying the 21 plus

11 rour 12 times whatever plantr7

12 HR. DENTON: The highest priority ones en the THI

13 list have been implemerted.j _

'

14 CHAIRb ' ...ADIN0t They have been implemented?
!

15 HB. EISENHUTs That is right.
j -

.

j 16 NR. DEZTON: Right.

17 HR. EISENHUT: It is actually a few more than
4

18 tha t. We just issued orders I believe in about the last two

19 weeks where we put into effect chout 30 items per plant on
'

j 20 the average in addition to. those. Remember we had 20 EAth

21 the short-term lessons learned draf t of Three Mile' Island

22 and it is probably about 50 items per plant now.

23 Now, the majority of those were asking utilities

24 f or e taluations. So most of those, the last 30 anyway, were
;

i 25 paper. So those evaluations are now in-house.

.
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(N 1 HR. DENTON: They are the ones we are budgeted to

2 work on to review the response to see if the plant design

3 needs to be modified.
,

4 CHAIRHAN PALLADIN0s How many more have to be

5 implemented between now and say '85 or '84?

6 NR. DENTON: 'We had lumped the first one into what

^

7 we call priority one. They were the ones that we are

8 budgeted to do. None of those priority one's should be left
i

9 around in '85. We ought to be working through those.

10 HR. FUNCHES: We have them on the technical.

11 schedule for completion in '83. Most will be completed in

12 ' 83 .

13 NR. DENTON: , So in '83 or '84 we would certainly

14 have all the priority one action items actually in the

!
15 reactor into place. Then we are left those priority 2 and

16 3 's where we needed to develop new issues and get
;

i 17 inf ormation from the licensees on them. They would not be
j

18 implemented until some later time.
J

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs It was the 2 and 3's that

20 were deferred where th' ,re putting on action on in '82?

21 CHAIRMAN P ALLADI!!O s Then what are we doing in

22 ' 8 3 ?

23 HR. DENTON: That is restored in the '83 budget.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Tha t is this list that we

25 just got, the list of items that Harold had recommended.
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1 CHAIRHAN PALLADINOa What has happened to these< '' :
. 1

2 items?

7- 3 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE: These are not in the
_

4 budget. These would be your first priority a dd -o ns if there

5 were resourcese?

6 HR. DENTON: That is correct.

7 HR. DIRCKS: Given the '82 budget. Once we

8 receive the Congressional final action on the '82 budget and

9 once we get a pretty good idea of wh a t resources we can vind

10 up with, I think we vill just have to come back to the

11 Commission and say given this resource allocation' here is a

12 suggested rationing out of these resources among the various

13 offices.
,

14 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: These are now not covered in
,

15 '837
.

. .

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE '82.

17 ER. DIRCKS. '82.

18 CHAIRMAN PA'LLADINO: How about '837 >

19 HR. DIRCKS: They are picked up in '83. I think

20 we would all agree that once we go back and once we start onj

i 21 them, and maybe Harold wouldn't agree, but I am convinced

22 tha t we should really go back and take another look at them
.

23 and do some weighing and balancing as to whether you the

24 Commission wants to move ahead on the total picture or

25 whether you want to defer some or drop some or merge some
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l''' 1 into othar activities. Like generic issues, many things got

2 swept up into the program and you may want to take another

3 look at whether you want to screen some of them out.e-

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO So these are in '83. Is

1 5 there anything beyond this that is in the b'udget either for

6 '83 or '847 What I am getting at is if we want to look back

i

7 from '85, what we could most expect is what you have got'

8 these under control now. As far as budgeting is concerned
;

9 there is nothing more in '83 and '84.

10 I don't.vant to put words in your mouth.

11 MR. DENTON: The.vork that we would do on these in

12 ' 82 or '83, whenever the funds are available, sould be to

13 develop positions where licensees may need to make changes.

14 Then they would have to be a certain period of time, a year

'

15 or 18 months or whatever to make the changes. But by and
-

. .

18 large if you look back from '85 you shocid find that all the

17 recommended THI actions were dealt with and were actually in

18 place in operating plants.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I didn't get that from what'

20 you said earlier. I got that you had your priority l's'

21 underway, you had this list of priority 2's and no work was

22 going on any others.

23 MR. DENTONs Well, I was taking '85 and the

.

24 windown to look back. Well, if you want to have them pretty

25 well under control by '85 they ought to appear in the '83
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O 1 and ' 8 14 budget.

2 HR. LENTON: All the priority 2 's and 3 's are*

3 picked up in tiie '83 budget. I was proposing that we pick''

-

4 up the subset in the '82 budget to get a head start.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I misinterpreted what youi

6 said.

7 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Pick up and get a head

; 8 start or restore?

I 9 HR. DENTON: Restore.

i 10 (Laughter.)
t

11 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Because they were
;
.,

! 12 originally in there.
i

i s 13 HR. DENTON: Yes.

14 CHAIRNAN PALLADINO Let's see if I have any more
j
~

15 questions on generic and unresolved issues.
.

16 We talked about unresolved safety items and maybe
_

17 ve talked also about other generic safety issues. How many

u -

18 of these other generic safety issues will the staff be
,

| 19 working on during the next several years? Is that the one

20 where you ha'd 1207
;

.

21 NR. DENTON: Yes. That is the one where the
,

22 budget has no resources in '82. That is one that I don't

23 really mind because I would prefer to prioritize those

24 before spending effort just right down the list.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think that covers the
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'- 1 questions directly for you, Harold. I think John has some

2 f or Bill .

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It shouldn't take too--

___

4 long. I guess for Bill and his offices.

5 Len, we have I guess 123 non-full-time permanent

6 staff-year level from OMB in '823 is that correct?

7 HR. BARRY4 Yes, that is correct.

[ 8 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: The '83 budget is based

I 9 upon what number?

1

: 10 HR. BARRY: You say the '83 budget number. You

i 11 mean the total?

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The '83 budget, what
i

13 non-full-time permanent staff-year level are you assuming?
s

14 ER. BARRY 123.

4

15 CONHISSIONER AHEAR1E: The same.
,

16 HR. BARRY: The same.
~

i
17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess you may have

<

18 summarized the office director's request for people. Hov

19 many additional personnel?

20 HR. BARRY: You mean other than?

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
,

22 HR. BARRY: I think it vac 156.

23 Ed, what was the total office request for other

24 than full-time permanent for '83?

25 HR. TRINERs For '83 it was about 190.
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1 HR. BARRY: 190.

! 2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you are going to have to

'3 pare roughly 70 out.
;

-

4 HR. BARRY: Right.

i 5 COMMISS'IONER AHJARNE: I guess you will do that on

i 6 the basis of the past ---

! 7 HR. BARRY: We are in the process of doing that

8now. In fact, Kevin and Bill, some of us, we have a list

9 that takes it back down to 123.

10 COHNISSIONER AREARNE: Are there any major

11 problems that you see there?
,

12 HR. BARRY: I don 't know. Was the biggest impact,

i

.

13 Ed, in getting it back down to 123 inspection?
!

5 14 HR. TRINERa Yes.

15 HR. CORNEL 1: The biggest problem is that all the

i 16 special programs such as theater and some of these other

17 programs which utilize those will go by the wayside, for

18 instance , presidential management interns.

19 ER. BARRY: Except that we are negotiating wi th
-

20 0MB to put those outa..de of the 123 hecause the new A-11 OMB
i

21 directive in effect sets those aside, those type of

f 22 programs. It doesn't address those types of programs as a

23 part of the other than full-time equivalent.

24 We had a meeting yesterday with Carrigan and so
.

25 f ar he. was pretty receptive. He has got to go out and see

4
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1 the BRD people but maybe set aside the DAREs and the summer

2 hires and so on.

3 HR. CORNELLs We can take care of most of the^

.--s, .

4 direct programmatic requests if we were to completely gut

5 the presidential management interns, the summer interns and
,

6a number of programs which essentially are administered by

7 the Office of Administration. There are some tradeoffs
-

8 there because there are -- (Inaudible) -- some benefits. But,

9 if we are kept at the 123 from the other number which is

i to something on the order of 200, those in my judgment, at

11 least when I first look at them, would probably be the first
;

i

12 ones to go in orde r to meet the programmatic needs such as
MM M

13 . ["" dible .
'

- the ACRS.

14 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Bill, in your budget do you'

15 forecast any changes in the number of agreement states in
;

16 '837
-

17 HR. DISCKSs We don't. If there would be one, and

18 a t the outside it would be one, it is inconsequential.
'

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What forecast do you make

20 for incorporating additional state programming people into

21 regional offices it. '837

22 HB. DIRCKS: I think we have the agreement that

23 the state liaison people who ---

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs That is already being done.24

25 MR. DIRCKS: That is taken care of.
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~T 1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEa I meant in '83. Are you

2 assuming a further transfer of state programs into regional

3 offices?,

4 kR. DIRCKS: From the headquarters level? I think

5 ve have a couple of agreement state pilot projects running

6 and I an anticipating moving another region into this
._

7 category.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE But at the moment at least

9 no major transfers?

.

10 HR. DIRCKSa No major transfers.
,

11 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: In EEO, how many people do

) 12 they have now? _

13 5R. DIRCKSt They have got four?

14 NH. CORNELLs Their ceiling is four. I think ther

15 may have five onboard.
.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In our previous budget we

17 had proposed six?

18 MR. CORNELL 4 We have five onboard right now.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We had proposed six in the

20 budget. Was that correct?

21 ER. DIRCKS Yes.

22 MR. CORNELLs Tha t is for '82.

23 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: For '82?

24 MR. CORNELLs Yes.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE So are you proposing to
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(]; 1 reduce thes more than this?

2 ER. DIRCKS: Down to four.

4 HR. CORNELL: Which is where the ceiling currently
..

4 is.

5 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: In MPA how many people were

6 moved to fund licensing recovery?
~

7 MR. CORNELL: There are a couple of ways of

8 looking at that. We modified their ceiling by 15 slots.

9 That 15 came out of what was before MPA and EDP which has
.

10 moved over to the combination of those two offices. They
,

j 11 have only reduced down by about 11. So there are 15 slot
i

121osses. You can by one accounting say that all of those 15

13 slots moved over to NRR because.we increased NRR by more
,

14 than 15, by 25. But to date they are about six over their

!
15 ceiling. They are at 86 right now and their ceiling is 80,

,
,

I 16 but that is b*oth MP A and what used to be EDP.

; 17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In that shift what

18 functions were either eliminated or modified?

19 HR. CORNELL: There are two principal areas. One
i

201s the statistical office where the ---

! 21 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: Oh, yes. As one Washington

i

22 columnist called it, the "wa tchd og . "

23 HR. CORNELL Hight.

;

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I hadn't realized they were

25 the watchdogs of the agency. That was well hidden.
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1 HR. DIRCKSa They really weren't.']}
2 HR. CORNELL: We supplemented that function by

3 putting more contract dollars in MPA and the number of-

._

4 people have gone from I think it was a branch of five, four
,

5 professionals and a secretary, down to two: professionals.
4

3 6 The other area that has been cut back is the
~

7 amount of work that has been done for the EDO office

8 directly due to special studies. We have taken off some of

) 9 that directly with the small support staff of three working

10 directly for us.

11 COHNISSIONER AHEARNEt That sounds like you

i

: 12 transferred people. .

,

i 13 HR. CORNELL: We are doing with three people what

1
- 14 they were doing with ten.

15 cCdMISSIONER AHEARNEs Those are the only two
.

16 major functions that you are carrying?

17 HR. COHNELLs Yes. Now, there is some thought of

18 reorganization going on in that office, for example,

j 19 combining the ADP functions that were previously in MPA.

i 20 They think they can get some savings out of tha t. So some

21 of that is not a reduction in function but an economizing by4

22 taking those two organizations and putting them together.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In Admin what was the

24 reduction in '82 in the licensing recovery plan?

25 MB. CORNELL: We reduced Admin's ceiling by 15;
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N 1 positions also.,

2 HR. BARRYs I have 14; 14 or 15, yes.

3 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: Admin's ceiling. Here j'

4 those actual people onboard?

5 HR . CORNELLs They have not achieved that

6 reduction yet. They are in the same position as HPA. We

~

7 said, look, we want you to get down to this level, and

8 because you can't essentially fire people alth'ough there are

9 people whc are f ungible, we will give them a period of time,

10 and they are currently over the ceiling.

f

11 COHNISSIONER AHEARNEs What functions were changed

12 :o get_ to that?

13 HR . CORN ELL There were no functions changed.

14 ER. DONOGHUEs. No f unctions were changed. We are

15 assessing now at the reduced ceiling what services we are -

,

j 16 going to have to cut back on.

17 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: What do you estimate?'

18 HR. DONOGHUE: In terms of the specific services?

19 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

20 HR. DONOGHUE: Well, there will be a number of

21 them in possibly full coverage of telephones. I am going to

22 try and not cut back in contracts and personnel. They will

23 be taken primarily in the technical informa tion area and in

24 the facilities and operations area.
.'

25 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: By technical information

4
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) 1 you mean Felton's side?
-.

2 HR. DONOGHUE: The publications of the NUREG's and

3 those things.^

~

4 COHEISSIONER AHEARNE: So you don't yet have an

5 allocation going from the old 408 to the 392 which I guess

6 were the budget numbers that I had.*

7 HR. DONOGHUE: No.'

8 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you in Admin have any
.

<

9 provision for I guess it would be called a grow-our-own
j
] 10 technical program?

11 HR..DONOGHUE: No. We proposed it and it fell out
4

12 in the priorities.4

1

13 COMBISSIONER AHEARNE: One of the issues over the

,

14 last several years Admiral Rickover has c;onstantly
.

15 encouraged us to do is to recognize that as. the years go by

~

16 the kinds of people we need to be knowledgeable regulators

17 in the regulatory staff are not going to be constantly able

18 to go out and hire people f rom the industry. They are going

19 to have to take guys coming out of. college and you can't*
i

! 20 just take them immediately out of college.

21 He had pointed out that what they do in the Navy

! -

22 is something we ought to think of doing which is plan on'

i

23 getting the people out of college and then have a progra
,

i
24 which migh t take two or three years before you would be with

25 having. them either be a full-fledged inspector or a

!
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'l 1 f ull'-fledged reviewer. However, that is a pipeline and I
-

2 vondered whether we had anything like that.

3 HR. DONOGHUE: There is no money in the budget for

..

4 that.

5 HR. DIRCKSa We did send down within the past

6 several weeks a status report on where we a re and what is

_

7 going on.

8 I think, Dan, you are continuing to study the

9 issue, but we did point out there are some heavy resource

10 impacts and we recommended to go slow on this.

11 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: What was the Admin proposal?

12 HR. DONOGHUE: I think our current estimate is to

13 put this program into place. It is about $2 million a year

14 and about 100 positions. Our proposal would be to obtain
4

15 them on something akin to a Schedule B in the regular
a .

_

16 service. During the training pc. od they would be at

! 17 Schedule B' so they would move into permanent full-time

i 18 positions as they. were absorbed after their training period.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is all.
i

! 20 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: I gather that finishes the

21 questioning on the _ budget.1

22 So we will probably set our next Commission as a

23 markup meeting and possibly that might be on the 27th but we

24 will review it again during the agenda session this

25 af ternoon.

,
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|

1 Bill, do you have any other items on budget that''

_'
2 we ought to review? -

3 NR. DIRCKSa No. We could talk about it in the

4 markup. What we tried to do is to pose something that

5 certainly doesn't please a lot of people, but we are given

6 stringent resource limitations.

7 To end up on the note that I started off with, OMB

8 f. n troviding us the guidance at the $537 million figure did

9 caution us that the '83 budget would be the first budget

10 that the Reagan Administration would be itself proposing to

11 the Congress and we could stand by for additional further

17 reviews and with a warning that there might be further

13 reductions in that $537 million figure.

14 So what you are faced with is a very tight budget

15 year coming up. '82, we vill have to discuss when we get
1

16 the '82 figures.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The perspective we have^to

18 take is what do we think are the resources that are needed
19 to carry out our mission.

20 HR. DIRCKS: Exactly. -

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is our responsibility to

22 request what resources we feel are needed to do that

23 independent of whether there is a big coffer or a small one.

24 NR. DIRCKS: But in putting the whole package

25 together you have got to recconize that if it does come
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(

'N 1. b ack , that $537 million or less, there may be critical

2 programs that have to go, too.
4

3 CHAIRHAN PALLADIN0s We want it so it is.-

.

4 def ensible.

5 HR. DIRCKSa Yes.

' 6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The defensibility that I am
.

' ~

7 probably most concerned about is defensible plus.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If there is nothing further
,

9 then we will stand adjourned for the day.

! 10 (Whereupon, at 12 :35 p.m. the meeting adjourned.)

* * *
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